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Introduction
The topic I have chosen is Carlyle 1 a Theory of the Hero
pnd it s Import:-nee in History » I shall try to show she
significance of this. theory of the hero in the history he
wrote himself thrc gi a study cf the French Revolution and
Frederick th - ^re^-t . Throughout the thesis I sh. 11 try to
evaluate this proposition in relation to the general theory
of history and my conclusion will be a crltlcxsm of it.
±n my first chapter I shPll give a few summary statement
concerning Carlyle’s philosophy which will serve as a basis
for understanding hie rest of the paper. I shall then deal
briefly with two collections of his essays which, with the
exception of two or three, do not hi've anything specific
to say about history. list section w3 '
:/ith P.. Ju md Piisent .
My second chapter will der-1 with S: rtor Res-rtus . This
might be called his Credo which he develops further in his
liter works. I shr 1 1 J:h - v o^k showing some of the
biographical significance as well as the philosophy in it.
Heroes and Hero Worship will be the subject of my third
chapter. x shall summarize each lecture, relating it to the
others. By the end of this chapter we should see nretty
clearly wh*t Carlyle roe^ns by a nero ona how prominent he is
in the author's philosophy.
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Now we shall see how Carlyle uses his hero when he is
actually writing histoiy . I h ve chosen the French Revolution
and Frederick the ^re to illusL r» ie this.
My sixth cnapt^r will oe coiicemed with a few criticisms
of Carlyle from other writers.
In my last chapter I shall give my own estimation of
him.

1Chapter i
Carlyle's philosophy is a form of German Transcendentalism
with a strong basis of Scotch Calvinism. He firmly believes
that this is a good world ruled by God. it is a world of truth
if man would only sincerely and earnestly seek for the truth.
Like Fichte he thought of the true world as a world of spirit
clothed in flesh. Man must sincerely seek for the relation
between nature and his own spirit. JBy sincerity I think Car-
lyle meant an honest and unwavering faith in what he is search-
ing for and the ability to make his actions accord with the
truth as he gradually discovers it for himself. In what I
h^ve read of Carlyle ^ do not know whether he believed in a
personal God or not. I don't think he knew wither, when
the influence of Fichte was uppermost God was a spirit gov-
erning the whole world.
Scotch Calvinism taught him sometning different and he was
never able fully to shake off its influence, ne rid himself
of its dogmas but its Insistence on man's duty to God and his
fellowmen carlyle never list, in fact it grew stronger as
Carlyle grew older. j.t was the influence of his Scotch Cal-
vinism with the indispensable aid of his keenly scrutinizing
and penetrating mind that enabled him to see the evils of the
mechanistic theory of life which were increasing daily. It is
against this mechanism that Carlyle's whole energy was spent.
This theory degraded man and made nim nothing but a machine.
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Man w?a no longer master of his fate. This theory Carlyle
fought with everything ne had. out of it grew his hero.
C rly le saw around him the terrors of the poor. He felt
that this nightmare v;rs caused by the irresponsibility of the
aristocracy. They were the rightful rulers of England but they
had not faithfully performed their stewardship. Mankind must
have leaders or revolutions ana mrrchy will result. He knew
wh»t irresponsibility and idleness had done in France and he
feared the same fate for England as conditions grew worse
in the 1830's and '40‘s.
Unlike many, he did not turn to democracy as ? solution.
He felt that the uneducated masses were not capable of ruling
themselves. Educ ted leaders must be trained with an accurate
sense of social responsibility. Hero-worship, he frequently
moaned, had almost passed from the earth. Men were no longer
taught to reverence and obey their rightful leaders. This w-s
not the fruit or the men; it was the fault of the leaders
.
The more he studied the French Revolution end those th?t crme
later in France, the more he saw the uprisings of the workers
in England, the more Carlyle wss turned against democracy ;?nd
the louder he criea for leaders.
This humanitarian interest arose out of his Calvinism
with its emphasis on duty. Calvinism itself is not humani-
tarian but in comparison with the mechanistic theory then
prevalent it was decidedly so. It at least taught that man
by the grece of G-od could overcome the world. Carlyle's ov/n
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nature gave the humanitarian aspect to his Calvinism.
Carlyle was a socialist in that he saw the miseries of the
poor and actively went about trying to remedy the situation.
But in his solution he is neither democratic not socialistic,
but aristocratic. It is through responsible leaders, not
through umiversal suffrage that the problem will be solved
according to Carlyle. What my opinion of this solution is will
come later. Suffice it to say here that for the times the
theory was very important and still is.
His German Transcendentalism comes out in hxs belief that
the hero must seek truth in God and establish a communion oe-
tween his own spirit and the spirit of the world. This theory
was influenced by Nietze, Richter, possibly Hegel, and especially
Fichte and his theory of the superman. We shall see more of
this when we discuss specifically the hero.
1
The first essay I shall teke up Is "On History". At the
beginning he says, "History, as it lies at the root of all
science, is the first distinct product of man's spiritual
2
nature, his earliest expression of what can be called thought".
We see here the emphasis on man's spiritual nature which we
will find throughout Carlyle. He then discusses the early
tribes. They too left their history in wampum belts, earth
mounds, stone heaps. All that we do and say is history.
3
"Examine history for it is 'Philosophy teaching uy experience".'
IT. Carlyle, English and Other Critical Essays . New York*
E. P. Dutton & Co., pp. 80-91
2 Ibid
., p. 80 3 Ibid., p. 81

4
.
The key sentence in his theory oi history is this, "Hist-
4
ory is the essence of innumerable biographies." Here we see
the beginnings of his hero. History is made by men. If we
wish to understand history we must understand the lives of the
great men of the period. He is here fighting the machine. Man
is the important factor, not the movements, the battles, the
elections, the law assed. Ba ttles, wars, 1
Traditions, daily habits of all people mrke history. It is the
people that make the age live. They sre the socilc which is
clothed by the outward events. They s.ro the spirit of esch r ge
In order to understand an historical event we must real-
ize th' t i + is the product of *
?
n
. th° events th' t r gr>r\o
before. History is cumula tive
.
It is a whole. "Only in the
5
Whole is tne Partial to be truly discerned." The ide* of the
whole is definitely Fichtean. We cannot understand the speci-
fic events or Mstoiy until we pep thr frame into which they
fit. Everything must be related to the Whole uefore we cm
reoily Know it.
Again we see the emphasis on the spiriting l, "For m?n 1 s
true advantage, not the outward condition of hi£ I__e, but the
inward ond spiritual, is of prime influence; not the form of
Government he lives under, and the power he can accumulate
there, but the Church he is a member of and the decree of
6
moral elevation he cm mgui:-~ by means of its instruction."
We see here a devoutly religious man.
4 Ibid., P. 82 6 Ibid . , p. 88
5 Ibid .
, p, 86

5 .
In this statement lies the essence of Carlyle’s hero. He
must first of all be a spiritual nun. It is man’s morel
nature that decides his greatness. Over and over again in
Heroes and Hero oi P:ip Carlyle says that the first require-
ment of ? hero is that he he sincere; sincere in his search
for the truth, allying his own spirit with that of his God.
Accordin0 to Carlyle we should have many kinds of histo-
rians. Here he is criticizing the emphasis on political
history that was so prevalent in his.tiie. He was starting
the trend away from r narrow political inter, : station to a
broader and more comprehensive picture. He was trying to
rerch his goal of the "whele”. There should be - history of
philosophy which is the proper province of the Church, for, ns
Carlyle says, in p her.lthy state the philosopher and priest
sre one and the same. There should be ~ history of poetry
which includes art and literature, histories of medicine, math-
ematics, astronomy, commerce, chive lry, science, practical arts,
institutions, lav/s, constitutions, and inventions. In other
words, all of man’s activities should be surveyed in a com-
plete history. It is only then thst the historian comes any-
where near his goal of the "whole" which he may never fully
reach. Although he can never attain it fully, it is neverthe-
less the duty of the true historian to struggle ever to rerch
this conception of the "whole".
Three years later Carlyle wrote another essay "On History
7
Again". In it he gives the reason most history ter chers use
7 T. Carlyle, Eng 11 sh gnd Other Criticr 1 Essays
,
pp. 9 1-100
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for studying history* "Only he who understands whst has been
8
can understand what should be and ?/ill be". He discusses
universal history as it is in his day. It is in such a miser-
able state due to want of honesty and understanding. Without
honesty and understanding one cannot attain sincerity and
without sincerity, says Carlyle, no man can be great. The
rest of the essay is spent in criticising the history of his
day. History must be compressed. Proper proportion should be
maintained. (He must have forgotten these principles when he
wrote Frederick
. ) First things should be put first. He men-
tions as an illustration of this the fact that the story of
Hengst and Horsa fills only half a page while the description
of the visit of the Lord Mayor to London is enclosed in a whole
volume! He finishes the essay by saying that "history is the
9
true epic poem." The epic poem is the whole toward which the
historian is struggling. To Carlyle history is a living song,
not a dryasdust political chronicle. It is above all a story of
living people. Carlyle says elsewhere that we must become
a part of the period in which we write. Unless we can make
ourselves feel as the people felt at the time we cannot make
history and epic poem.
10
The next esssy I want to discuss is the one on "Biography"
Carlyle has said that history is made up of Innumerable biog-
raphies. It is pertinent for us to see what he thinks biog-
8 Ibid
., p. 92
9 Ibid . . p. 99 10 Ibid., pp. 65-00
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graphy should be. Our interest in biography, according to
C rlyle, is inspired oy a. scientific and poetic interest.
It is scientific because ever; human being is faced with the
problem of existence in Doth its original and universal
aspects. It is poetic because it is the struggle of human
freewill against material necessity. Carlyle is sir ling in
a different way his belief that nun is superior to a machine
that humrn beings are not wholly explained nv” nderstood bp-
set of natural l^ws.
One of the causes o^ the state of the world is that
there is no ln+er^st in oiograijny
.
Carlyle states this
differently later when he says that there is no longer my
hero worship. Until people reach again the sir-- de /here they
recognise id rever ; man th ;ond3 . ' on of the world
"ill remain the seme.
“Iran’s life, no
,
as of old, is the genuine word' or
«od; wnerever there is a. 4«?n, " uod also is revealed, -nd
•’ll thst is godlike; *» wnole ^ oitems of the mfi ni 4‘<=>
,
wi^h
11
its meanings, lies enfolded in the Life of every Urn."
This is Cr rlyle * s humanitarian! sm at its best. I'.n is a
noble creation of God and cs such he is worthy ojl reverence.
When a man strives with all the A,ower he has to ex ress the
Godlike in himself he is worthy to be called a hero ?nd
be obeyed by other human beings. Every man, whether he *t.ta
the status of a hero - or no, deserves to be reeled ~s ~-
creature of God, not .as an animal or a machine put here to
11 Tbid-. i. 7T:

8slave '; nf starve. .Ml of C rlyle's interest, in the conditions
of the industrial ?>nd agricultural poor which he struggled
all his life to better can be traced to the philosophy expresse i
in this statement by him. It is - magnificent interpretation
-nd one which our generation is too inclined to ignore.
li + + le o-s +h1 a " + + ,,T onder of man would be very good
for us
.
Another interesting statement of the author's is this,
"The Post, is all holy to us, the De?d $ re all holy, even they
12
that wore base and wicked while Mi”;." With this idea I
cannot sgree. The Past should not bo Ml holy. If we m!»ke
it so we lose much ox' the truth tv -M history has to show us.
Reverence our re- t men we must, but it is also necessary
th- t we oring our critics! faculties witn us, that we see tne
evil as well as the good, so that we con c; st off the evil.
Or I* c-*-n we make any progress. We should not throw dirt
for the sake of doing so
,
but we must not go to the opposite
and disregard the dirt, taat is unmistakably there.
He closes the essay with the reminder th. t when we look
history ~s biography we should have a loving heart. This
u: rlyle undoubtedly hud nd without it one cunnot form ..
sympathetic or understanding picture or any oeriod.
13
m 1831 C rlyle puolished the essay, "Characteristics".
In it he sets forth the weaknesses of the nresent societ3r
12 ibid .
, p. 75
13 T. Carlyle, Scottish and Other Misce llanies ,
E. P. Dutton & Co.
Hew icrk:
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with suggestions as to why it is so. it was a courageous
piece of writing as was all of Carlyle’s work because it
pointed the finger of accusation directly at the men in power.
The main thesis at the beginning and throughout the essay
is that a healthy society works spontaneously, unconsciously.
When a society starts to analyze itself, its own structure
%
and functions, it becomes artificial. As we have seen before,
sincerity is the mark of greatness in a society as well as in
a hero; artificiality is the source of evil. The author
then tells about man’s position in society. "It is in Society
14
that man first feels what he 1 b; first becomes what he can be."
Man has two duties, one to what is highest in himself, the other
to his neighbor. In society there is a "chance for soulnto
1! >
work upon soul, of an accumulation of a common store of thought!
As long as man feels sincerely his duties to society that soci-
ety is sincere. It becomes artificial because man seeks his own
pleasure above that of the society. Man forms a society so that
the weak man may find protection and in return for this he gives
willing and loyal obedience.
Carlyle says of the present society that it is too self-
conscious and it needs the drugs of cooperative societies,
universal suffrage, vote by ballot, etc. "Man has subdued
this Planet, his habitation and inheritence; yet reaps no
16
profit from the victory." One result of this self-conscious
14 Ibid., p. 194
15 Loc. clt. 16 Ibid
. , p. 203
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attitude is the existence of extremes of wealth and poverty
and ignorance. Religion and literature too are self-conscious
and hence are less creative and vital, "The mere existence
and necessity of a Philosophy is an evil, Man is sent hither
not to question, hut to work: "The end of man* it was long ago
1?
written 'is an Action, not a Thought,* M We see Carlyle
in this as a man of action. This was influenced by his great
respect for his father who was a man of action working as a
common master-mason, Carlyle reverenced work as his father
had done. Action was important at that time. But how can
man act wisely without questioning? It seems to me man must
question as well as act. When we look at the history of this
period it is easy to see why Carlyle emphasized action. It
was due to the inaction of the upper classes that the lower
classes were in such a state, at least according to our
author. They spent their time in trying to be happy, Carlyle
answers them by the following statements, "In no time wa*
man's life what he calls a happy one; in no time can it be
18
so." " Unhappier are they to whom a higher instinct has
been given; who struggle to be persons, not machines; to
whom the Universe is not a warehouse, or at best a fancy-
19
bazaar, but a mystic temple and a hall of doom," It is
man's duty to help others, not to seek hos own pleasure,
17 Ibid
. , p. 206
18 Ibid ., p. 209
19
Ibid .
. p. 211
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Carlyle says of this scepticism ?na questioning, "the'
fever of skepticism must needs burn itself out, and butn out
by the impurities thr- t c.' use it; then again will there be
20
clearness, health." We must get back to the age where we
believed in the nobility of mr»n and his ability to Decome
mister of himself and of his life. It seems to me thrt
skepticism has an important role to play. It teaches us to
question mucn that ought to be questioned, but a healthy
skepticism does not mean that we need to cast aside sll belief.
We do not degrade man by a skeptical attitude; we merely cease
to worship him as a divinity, recognizing that he too is
human. This does not mean th^t we do not consider a certain
man greater than we; it Just signifies that we do not set him
up as a little tin god. It is in periods of skepticism that
we mace progress. It is the artificiality of an rge that
makes us skeptical, makes us seek for something better. In
the process we throw off much that is good along with much
tht t is uad, but in the end we progress.
"Every Society has a Spiritual principle; is the embodi-
21
ment of an Idea." A good society endeavors sincerely to
carry out this ides. "Society is the standing wonder of our
existence; a true region of the Supernatural, a second all-
embracing life, wherein our first individual life becomes
doubly and trebly alive, hatever of Infinitude was in us
22
bodies itself forth and becomes visible and active." We
20 Ibid., p. 219
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He says further that a good society must be made up of people
who are sincere, who are trying to body forth the spirit
that is in them, making it count for all in the society.
Here we definitely find the influence of the transcendental
philosophy, a philosophy that I have a great deal of sympathy
for.
23
In "Signs of the Times" in 1829 Carlyle began his study
of the evils of the period. It is for the most part a Long
exposition on the dangers of the mechanistic theory. He
begins the essay by a plea for action. "Our grand business
undoubtedly is not to see what lies dimly at a distance but to
24
do what lies clearly at hand." Such a warning was timely,
but like much good advice, it went unheeded, ne says further
on "Men have lost faith in individual endeavor and in natural
25
force of any kind." unce more he is hammering away at the
importance of the individual over the machine. The aristocra-
cy, in its search for happiness which has forced it to neglect
those who look to it for guidance, has not learned the great
truth that "our happiness depends on the mind which is within
26
us, and not on the circumstances which are without us."
if we put our mind in harmony with the spirit that is within
us, the outward circumstances will take care of themselves.
But men have lost their faith in tms invisible spirit and
worship mechanism. He ends the essay with this very important
23 T. uarlyie, Scottish and Qther
Miscellanies
, pp. 223-246 25 ibid., pp. 228-229
24 4.bid
.
.
p. 223 26 ibid., p. 232
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statement. “To reform the world, to reform a nation, no wise
man will undertake; and all but foolish men Know, that the only-
solid, though far slower reformation, is what each begins and
27
perfects in himself.**
28
±n “Chart! snr* Carlyle again takes up the sword for the
poor, in it he pleads for justice for every man; not merely
justice in court and in wages but justice in the sense that
eacn man is allowed to work and earn his own bread. The
right to work is something that must be assured to all men
in order to make each feel that he is a man. as long as
there are men who cannot earn a living no matter how they
struggle there will be this feeling of injustice which is
dangerous to a healthy society. "The worker struggles for a
manliKe place and relation in the world where he sees himself
29
a man.** This he must not be denied. The policy of "laissez-
faire " has outworn its use. The working classes must be
guided. They have not the intelligence to guide themselves
but must be led. According to Carlyle this is the prayer
that all men are asking at all times: "Give me a leader,
a true leader, not a false sham leader; a true leader, that he
may guide me on the true way, that I may be loyal to him,
that i may swear fealty to him and follow him, and feel that
it is well with me l The relation of the taught to the teach-
er, of the loyal subject to his guiding king, is, under one
27 Ibid., p. 245 29 Ibid ., p. 279
28 T. Carlyle, English and Other Critical Essays ,
pp. 165-239
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sh^pe or another, the vital element of human Society; indis-
pensable to it, perennial in it; without which, r- r body
reft of 1
1
b soul, it falls down into death, and with horrid
30
noisome dissolution passes away and disappears.”
Here is Curly le*s aristocratic principle in full flower.
With conditions as they are today even s
I
see the re* cnableness of this theory. No yovomnont, it
seems to me, can succeed without leaders. We are coming more
....id mere to realize ihw t some men : re memo to le« d, other's
to follow. If those who are equipped to lead fail to do so,
chaos resulub. I differ with Curly le in his choice of those
who are to lead* I will explain this more fully in my last
chapter. Carlyle in this essay begins to show the influence
cf the Prussian theory thet might makes light. He hr s two
quotations of Professor 3*uerteig which bear this out. One
31
is "The strong thin^ was the just thing." In accordance
with his theory of hero-ionic: ..o l.ve the following st tement
32
"Obedience is the primary duty of man." Hero is his Scotch
Calvinism cropping out. He closes the ess;y b, suggesting
two cures for the situation* One Is universal education,
the second is em Orwtion.
In these essays on the ariticul conditions in En0l.nd we
see Carlyle *».s a . rime doer in the effort to improve them.
His .humanitarianism is the ruling passion here.. He is cour-
ageously striking out against his rulers. It is not the way
30 Ibid
. , p. 201
32 Ibid31 Ibid., p* 213

15 .
to court recognition* but it is the way to live up to the
highest thri: is within him, with all the sincerity and insight
that he con muster.
There are three ether essays worth noting briefly. They
33 34 35
are "Boswell”, "Bums", and "Sir Wa Iter Scott". All these
men we re heroes to z greater or lesser extent. Carlyle was
at his best when painting portraits. He s^ys of Boswell that
he was"a cheering proof that loving wisdom is quite infinitely
precious to man, is a symbol of the Godlike to him; th?
t
loyalty, disciple ship, all that was ever meant by Hero-worship,)
lives perenially in the human bosom and waits to inspire all
36
men with it, and ag*.in make the world alive." L ter on he
says, "Amid those dull millions are scattered here and there
superior natures. These latter examine and determine, not
i
what others do, but what it is right to do. These are properly
• our Great Men; the guides of the dull host-which follows them
37
as by an irrevocable decree." This is further evidence of
Carlyle’s "belief in the importance of hero- leaders.
In his essay on "Burns" he says, "No man, It has been
said, is a hero to his valet, and this is probably true; but
the fault is at least as likely to be the valet’s «• s the hero’s,
For it is certain, that to the vulgar eye few things are won-
derful that are not distant. It is difficult for men to be-
lieve that the man, the mere man whom they see, may perhaps
33 T. Carlyle, Enr 11 sh and Other Critical Es s*.y s , pp.1-65
34 T. Carlyle, Scottish ?nd Other Miscellanies t pp. 1-54
35 ibid . , pp. 55"- 112
36 Ojj_m cit . p. 11 37 Ibid., p. 24
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Gainfully feel, toiling at their side through the poor jost-
38
lings of existence, can be made of finer clay than themselves."
1 think there is some truth in what he says; a man must be
able to see beyond the peculiar eccentricities of an indivi-
dual into the spirit behind, if the spirit be worthy of
admiration the eccentricities should be rorgotten.
In "Sir Walter Scott" we again find this love of hero-
worship. "Veneration of great men is perennial in the nature
of man; this, m all times, especially in tnese, is one of the
39
blessed facts predicable of him." Later, "Understand it well
this of hero-worship was the primary creed, and nas intrin-
sically been the secondary and ternary, and will be the ulti-
mate and final creed of mankind; indestructible, changing
in shape, but in essence unchangeable; whereon polities,
religions, loyalties, and all highest human Interests have
been and can be built as on a rock that will endure while
40
man endures." I will close with this, "For surely it is the
tesy of every divine man this same, and without it he is not
divine or great-that he have fire in him to burn up somewhat
of the sins of the world, of the miseries and errors of the
41
worls; why else is he there?"
42
Past and Present is an elaboration of "Characteristics".
It is divided into three parts. The first deals with the
present conditions of England. The second part concerns
38 T. Carlyle, Scottish and Other Miscellanies
, p. 2
39 Ibid .
. p. 55 41 Ibid., p. 112
40 Ibid., p. 56 42 Carlyle's Works, Centenary
Edition, vol. 10
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the history of menasticism in England. In it he shows the
tendency towards hero-worship which was always prominent.
The third part gives his suggestions or remedies. We need
an aristocracy of talent but they are not gotten by election.
They are sent to us and we must be of an heroic frame of mind
in order to recognize them. "Democracy is the despair of finding
43
any heroes to govern you." Democracy does find leaders, but
it does not intend to wait for the rather unsatisfactory plan
of finding the heroes who are sent to it, but it attacks the
problem much more realistically by attempting to educate the
people to be leaders. Among the heroes Carlyle asks for are
Captains of Industry. They are men who have combined action
and far-sighted planning. They are what we might call enlight-
ened capitalists who look out first for the interests of their
employees.
The style of the book is similar to his essays. It Is
full of catch phrases and vivid pictures. Although there is
much repetition in it, there is also elaboration and develop-
ment that keep it from being tiresome. It is the acme of his
attack upon the then existing social and industrial conditions.
In this chapter I have tried to introduce the reader to
Thomas Carlyle. We have seen various examples of his idea
of a hero and the need for heroes during his time. Carlyle is
a crusader fighting to bring the world back to a belief in God
and man.
43 Ibid .
.
p. 215
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Chapter u
This is to oe concerned with b,,rtor Res rtus or the
T<s ilor Retailored , I ss>id in the introduction th**t this work
might oe called his Credo. He sets forth his thoughts on al-
most eveby subject in a universal and startling way. At the
time wnen he tried to sell it he w* s accused of being obscure
Undoubtedly this w* s true. A hasty reader might think that
the author were slightly mad. it is full of delightful
satire a.nd warm sympathy and humor. The byok concerns the
lire of Professor Teutelsdrockh and his clothes philosophy,
it OxViaea into txirec dooks. The first introduces tne
clothes phj-looophy, giving it in its various aspects. The
second book ae«*ls with the liie of Professor Diogenes Teuf-
elsdrockh. in this section there is much biographical data.
The third book again expands the clothes philosophy.
bg rtor Resg rtus specific- lly h-s little to do with the
hero. it is an expansion of his philosophy of the world
as it appears In clothes. The reason 1 shall summarize it
is that i t will give a good DacKground for rhe rest of the
thesis. We find here crystslized the ideas that we have
seen in the essaj^s in Chapter i. Without a discussion of
Sr rtor Re s» rtus we cannot really understand Canyle. i hope
the reader will not consider this chapter an -berration but
a helpful explanation for what is to follow it.
The purpose of the book »s Carlyle states in one of his
Is st chapters is to show the wonder of dailv life and common
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things and to show that all things here in this physical world
are hut clothes which cover the spirit underneath, which is
the true reality. Among other things Carlyle is trying to
bring before the English G-erman Romanticism. It has greatly
influenced him as we have seen and he feels that England needs
to understand it. By means of Herr Teufelsdrockh he has philo-
sophized about the world and human nature and has set forth his
own philosophical struggles and their solutions.
The first few chapters are spent in introducing the subject
and the professor. We learn that he is a professor at Weiss-
nichtwo, a professor of Things in General at the University
there. He is pretty much of a lone wolf but he attends a cer-
tain coffee house with a select group of friends. He lives in
a tower room which overlooks the city. In this chapter Carlyle
gives a masterly description of a city. I wish I could quote
all of it, bit I will do my best to summarize it. It is a
city of contrasts, of birth and death, cursing and praying.
"The Grandee still lingers in his perfumed saloons, or reposes
within damask curtains; Wretchedness cowers into truckle-beds,
or shivers hunger- stricken into its lair of straw; in obscure
cellars, Rouge- et-Noir languidly emits its voice-of-destiny
to haggard hungry Villains; while Councillors of State sit
plotting, and playing their high chess-game, whereof the pawns
1
are men." There is the black and white of the thief and the
lover, of the cells of the condemned and the dancing salon of
the wealthy, of riot in dens of shame and the mother "with
1 T. Carlyle, Sartor Reaartua
.
Phil.: Henry Altemus, 1894, p. 25
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streaming hair, kneeling over her pallid dying Infant, whose
2
cracked lips only her tears now moisten." "All these heaped
and huddled together, with nothing but a little carpentry
and masonry between them; weltering like an Egyptian pitcher
of tamed vipers, each struggling to get its head above the
others; such work goes on under that smoke- counterpane I - but
3
I, mein Werther, sit above it all; I am alone with the Stars."
These two pages are packed with human emotions stripped of
their clothes. The stark contrasts are flung in one’s face
with nothing to soften them. The very soul of the city is
laid bare before us. As I read the description it gave me a
feeling of horror and at the same time one of excitement. It
is one of Carlyle's most eloquent pleas for social reconstruc-
tion. It is far better than a series of dry prosy sdrmons on
the subject. He has me.de the situation alive. People are the
center of it as in all of Carlyle's writing.
We now get into the clothes philosophy. People first
wore clothes for the sake of ornament to distinguish them as
superior beings. In one place he asks why it is that when
Red says to threadbare Blue, "Be Hanged", he obeys? It is
because Red is dressed in the garb of a Judge and hence has
authority over him. This is an indication "that man is a
spirit ana bound oy invisible oonds to all Men; that he
4
wears clothes, which are the visible emglems of that fact."
une of the titles in aook 1 is "The World Out of Clothes".
2 ibid .
.
p. 2
3 ibid., p. 2 4 ibid
. , p. 65
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xn it uarlyle sets forth more of the transcendental philosophy.
This world is one of appearances, of symbols which are revela-
5
tions of ^od. “Society is founded upon cloth." Again we find
the insistence that the whole is greater than the part, ihe
professor suggests that we strip ourselves of all adventitious
wrappings and look at ourselves naked. That is what we really
are, mot what uur clothes make us. nere is an excellent
example of Carlyle's satiric humor. “What would Majesty do,
should the buttons all simultaneously start, and the solid
wool evaporate, in very Deed, as here in uream? Ach u-otti
how each skulks into the nearest hiding-place; their high
State Tragedy becomes a Pickle-herring-*’ arce to wecp at, which
is the worst kind of Farce; the tables and with them the whole
fabric of trovemnient, legislation, Property, rolice, and Civi-
6
lized society, are dissolved, in wails and howls. *' When une
reilects upon this one realizes the importance of a clothes
philosophy •
ihe Professor further develops his clothes philosophy by
saying that everything in this world creates clothes ior itself.
The mind and imagination invents the bodies through which they
can express themselves. ^11 in this world is a bodying lorth
of the spirit that is within it.
hook xl deals with the life of - rofcssor reufelsdrockh.
We shall note certain similarities to Carlyle's own life al-
though 1 shall not deai with it in very great detail. Diogenes
5 ibid., p. 56 6 ibid . , pp. 06-67
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.
Teufelsdrockh wa.s left by a stranger to an elderly couple in a
village in Germany. Czrlyle too was of humble origin. He
we s bora in Ecclefechan in Scotland the son of ? stone mason.
Diogenes, liKe Thomas, had * nappy childhood with simple but
loving parents. Diogenes' opinion of the education he received
at the university is that of Carlyle's. For the most part it
was mere sham. He felt that it s information that he could
have learned by himself just as easily. It was this dissatis-
faction with the educational world thrt caused both Diogenes
ahd Thomas to m?ke their way alone. The love affair is also
sir.il*- r. Blumine was probably Margaret Gordon. Both young
ladies made a. more desirible matfch. After this we find *> breal
between the two men. Thom- s married Jane Welch, but Diogenes
kept to the state of single blessedness.
After this love affair Diogenes goes through his period
of unbelief. The unhappy love affair was the culminating
point in the doubts he had come upon in college. He realized
that if happiness is the only &osl of mankind then man never
attains his goal. His soul demands whether there is a God
and if thergis rl * es H'c concern Himself with the universe He
has crektdd? Diogenes tries to escape his sorrow by travel
but even there his misery follows him. This chapter is called
H-' "Everlasting No". Diogenes then comes to the conclusion
that he must turn from himself .0 the outside world for
comfort. He e burs a war going on and reaches a. st"te of in-
difference. Gariy le too ent iuiuuen this period of ^ouo^
,

•CM
soul-searching questions.
Diogenes goes through his period of temptation and foils
the devil by working in well-doing, ne eventually Cuines to the
conclusion that there is something higher than happiness to
be obtained. ~ne rinds blessedness in searching for the U-odlik€
in man. Diogenes found the Everlastin lea: "Love not pleasure;
7
love uod". His motto is: "DP the Duty which lies nearest thee,
which thou knowest to be a Duty! Thy second duty will already
8
have become clearer." This too is Thomas’ answer to the Ever-
lasting No. In summarizing the life of Professor Teufelsdrockh
Carlyle talks about historical facts for which the Herr Pro-
fessor has no use. He says, "Wilt thou know a Man, above all a
Mankind, by stringing together beadrolls of what thou namest
Facts? The Man is the spirit he worked in; not what he did,
9
but what he became." History must be concerned with biography
not with dry facts.
Now that we are introduced to Professor Teufelsdrockh we
come to more of the clothes philosophy in Book ill. There is
a very singular chapter called "Church Clothes". Here is ex-
panded the interpretation of a Society which we found in his
"Character istics". Religion is the nervous system, the life-
giving tissue of the society. Without it society is a mere
sham. Church clothes are symbols of this religious society.
They consist of the actual clothes, but far more important, of
the Church organization with all its physical representatives
of the Church spiritual, .as long as the religious spirit re-
7 ibid., p. 203 8 Ibid., p. 207 9 Ibid., p. 214
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.
mains in them they are of use to the society. But when they
become mere masks, as they had in Carlyle’s time, they are a
source of evil. Society must ever strive to keep the spirit
aglow within the outer covering. There must always be sincer-
ity at the basis of each man’s actions; then the society will
be sincere because it is each man who makes up the society.
The chapter on “Symbols" is another transcendental chap-
ter. Everything in this world is a symbol of a spirit that we
cannot see. The finite everywhere bodies forth the Infinite.
Man works and lives by these symbols of the Infinite of which
he is a part. According to Carlyle there are two kinds of
symbols: extrinsic and intrinsic. The extrinsic ones are
those of outward show like flags, standards, the symbols
used at a coronation. They lost their value more quickly
than the Intrinsic and become mere shells. It is this kind
that we frequently have to throw off when they have outworn
their service. Those of intrinsic value are works of art
and lives of great men. These more closely express the spirit
that created them. All great works of art are done with the
life-blood of the person who created them. A great work of
art has sincerity at its base. TJie creator saw into the
spirit of which he was a part and brought it forth for others
to see and heed. Works of art include music, painting, soulp-
ture, and literature. All their creators are trying to be
“in tune with the Infinite". The life of a great man is the
noblest thing God ever created. If we are to understand
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history, knew our own tiroes, we mus + become thoroughly
acquainted with the lives of the great men in that period.
This is the whole thesis of Carlyle' conception of history,
?.nd more, his conception of the me ring of the universe.
Carlyle again hits the contemporary society in his
chapter, "Helotajge". He s^ys that the man to he rdmireu is
he who works for’ drily ~nd spiritual bread. This elirnin' e
uhe idle rifih. The worst trngsdy + b-' c; r happen to a person
is no"- tint v - poor hut that the light of his sou Id go cut.
Yftien ignorance 'hounds then v. s h vs the r est hcrrrihlo conditlor
society csrn produce.
"The Phoenix" continues this theme of the preceding chap-
ter. Society is dead because it no longer has religion. The
existing institutions w i j its body are going. Chaos
Is undoubtedly rrsuV.dn rr but * 11 is not ho^cl-: ss. The symbols
have become forms and men must seek again for new life which
he can express with new symbols. In the midst o** x his chaotic
condition man is working towards something that will be more
enduring. This period of is b*a, but it is inevitable
and must oe accepted. It is now the duty of man h bring
on + be new birth as quickly as possible, This period of
history is the death-birth of the phoenix. It is a period
full of discour •'v -ment and despair, out it is rlro one of
hope. I think tnis symbol or the phoenix death-birth is ex-
cellent. It is vivid and concise and is ** /ex*/ accurate
picture of the period. We <?re still in the throes of it now.
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In a period of a hundred years the "birth has not been accom-
plished, but there is still hope. We have progressed in that
direction although not with the remedy Carlyle suggested. Nor
have we progressed very far,, but the matter of a death-birth
does not permit of hasty action. Perhaps if we had realized
sooner or if we will now realize the importance of good leaders
we will amke more rapid progress. By good leaders I do not mear.
heroes that are set up as gods, but men whom we know to be wise
and good, who will sincerely work for the welfare of all. They
are not gods to be worshipped, but men to be obeyed intelli-
gently, not blindly.
In "Organic Filaments" Carlyle reasserts the meaning of
the phoenix death-birth. Man and the world is ever changing but
all mankind, past and present and future, is one. We shall always
have our kings because hero-worship is perennial in man although
they may appear in different trappings. We will find our new
religion in this rebirth of the belief in man. The organic fil-
aments of this new religion al?e the newspapers and other litera-
ture. Carlyle says elsewhere that our churches are the newspa-
pers and magazines, as well as the booms, which have been made
so easily avaiiaoxe to all. They wield much more power than
the minister in the pulpit. As we look around us now can we
deny that Carlyle wt s right? With the war more men are turning
back to the church, but even so the newspapers undoubtedly exer-
cise more power. When the influence they have if for the good oi
mankind the new religion of Carlyle will become alive and vital.
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There is one otner chapter worth mentioning.
"Dandiacal Body”. Like the description of the city it is full
of stark, cle: n-cut contrasts. We sec the D-ndy absorbed in
himself, xiis own pleasures, the aggrandizement of his social
position. His gospel is embodied in the fashionable novels.
There is a bitter castigation of thg superficiality and self-
ishness of the Dandy who worships at night high priests snd
priestesses who are frequently changing. On the opposite
side is the Irish Poor-Slave. They are worshippers of the
Earth, working in her continuously . We have in direct contrast
the description of a Poor-Slave household and a Dandiacal
household.
i n
Poor- Sieve Household
"The furniture of this Caravansera consisted of a large
iron Pot, two oaken Tables, two Benches, two Chairs, and a
Potheen Noggin. There vr- s a loft above (attainable by a ladder)
,
upon which the inmates slept; and the spree below w r s divided by
a. hurdle into two Apartments; tne one for their cow ^nd pig, th j
other for themselves snd guests. On entering tne nouse we dis-
covered the family, eleven in number, at dinner, the father
sitting at the top, the mother at the bottom, the children on
each side, of a. large oaken Board, which was scooped out in the
middle iike a tr ugh, to receive the contents of their Pot' of
Potatoes. Little holes were cul *t equal distances to contain
Sait; and a. bowl of Milk stood on Lhe table: all the luxuries
Ox meat and beer, bread, Knives, end dishes were dispensed with. '
11
Dandiacal Household
"A dressing-room splendidly furnished; violet-colored cur-
tains, chairs and ottomans of the seme nue. Two full-length
Mirrors are placed, one ofl each side oi r table, which supports
the luxuries of the Toilet, Several Bottles of Perfumes,
arranged in s peculiar fashion, stand upon a smaller table of
mother-of-pearl: opposite to these are placed the appurta-
nances of Lavs t ion richly wrought in frosted silver. A Ward-
robe or Buhl is on the left; the doors of which, oeing .'- rtly
open, discover a profusion or Clotnes; Shoes of a singularly
10 ibid., pp. 297-298 11 ibid . t p. 298
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small size monopolise the lower shelves. Fronting the ward-
robe a door ajar gives some slight glimpse of a Bathroom."
Carlyle was afraid that these two classes would absorb r ll
those in between into one or tjie other. With England arrayed
in two such extreme camps who could tell what would happen?
Would it ever be possible to reconcile those two rooms? Could
they ever be made to understand e~ch otbv. r? These bare out-
lines are sufficient for the intelligent reader to fill in
the background. It is a brief but- punching hit that reaches
its mark quickly and a cutely.
In Snrtor Res artus we have some of Carlyle's most vivid
satirical description, nis humanity risnism has increased and
become more vital. He is continuing the direct aim begun
in some of the earlier essays such as "Signs oi the Times”
and "Characteristics” against those whom he thought responsi-
ble for the miser;/ of this age. nis Transcendental- Calvinis-
tic philosophy of which we ht d examples in the essays we
have discussed in Chapter 1 h^s been expended and carefully
restated. By now ” r e find C rlyle a mrture man with his phil-
osophy of action end belief which remains steadfast in the
rest of his works. Experience modifies and expands this
philosophy out its foundation is firmly estaolished. He has
decided to make literature his life work although recogni-
tion h~s not come. This is the medium in which ho will work
to improve the unbelieving world and make it once more sincere
,
a true spirit benind its symbols.

In tne next cnapter on Heroes and hero- Worship use shall
see tnis hero ideal expanding. It is becoming more and more
the essence of his belief,' it is remedy for the sick world.
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Chapter ill
Heroes and Hero-Worship was a series of lectures given
by Cariyie in lo40. It has not the depth we find in
Sartor Besartus . He listed six kinds of heroes. Man in
his primitive stage worshipped the hero as divinity. As
civilization progressed the hero became a Prophet. Next
we have the Poet, then the Priest, the Man of Letters, and the
King.
The hero as we first find him was a divinity. Carlyle
uses Odin to illustrate this aspect. He begins the lecture by
the assertion that the universal history is the history of the
great men in it. Great men are always profitable company.
"Heroism is a divine relation which in all times unites a
1
Great Man to other man." A ma2i*s religion is of chief
importance when we consider what he is; not the religion he
professes but the religion he acts in accordance with, what
he knows to be his relation to the universe and his duty here.
We have here the basis of our hero. He must first df all be
a man of religion who has found his place in the universe and
strives as best he can in it. We should also Judge a nation
on the bails of its religion, whether it is Heathenism,
Christianism, Skepticism.
In discussing Paganism Carlyle questions how it came to
be. Many have accused Paganism of being mere quackery* "But
1 Heroes and Hero-Worship and the Heroic in Hi story
,
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no, we shall understand r'r.gfmsm when we iirst admit that to
its itl.j ,ui’s it was, at one time, e^mestl true.” It was
an allegory, t symbol, but the spirit behind this was real.
They worshipped nature, something th* t Carlyle thinks it
would do us no harm to do. By worship Carlyle means ”A trans-
cendent wonder; wonder ror which there is now no limit or mea-
sure; th- + is worship.” The p^g?n man saw the universe as
a world of miracles and worshipped it ~s such. His gods 7/ere
gods of the universe, of fire, water, the st~rs. Since then
man has concentrated these many rods into one God of tne uni-
verse, This is the beginning of his progress. With the pa-
gans these earth and fire gods took on the form of ** men, a
great man. In this way the worship could become more concrete,
could h've more meaning. ''Worship of s hero is transcendent ad-
miration of a Great Man, No nobler feeling than this of , dmi-
4
ration for one higher tlr n himself dwells in the breast of man."
According to this the ftero is the meet divine creature God has
made and is most worthy of worship and obedience.
Another form of hero worship is loyalty, faith in another
individual. Society with its king down to its lowliest peasant
is based on a graduated hero worship. We cannot escape it, no
matter how hard we try. Carlyle says that it is the great men
of valor who 2 ve any age. This is true, but is it not "Iso
true that in many of the periods the circumstances made the
great men? If the time was not ready for them they could not
2
3
Ibid
.
Ibid,
I . 9
P. .15 4 ifria . » p. 17

become g eat. I am t; inking specifically of Roger Williams
whose conception of democracy hss not been realized yet. He
was a man frr in • dvance of his times* his age was not re? ay
to receive him ^nd cknow ledge him as their gre? t man. There
are other examples of '.his but he is the onlv one i sh^il men.
/ *-
t JL O.i
.
For Carlyle this fact of perennial hero worship is the
one hope of the salvation of tne world. It is the point be-
low which man can never go. It is the universal characteris-
tic th? t can be appealed to when all else fails, ’"hen we
glance st history we can see ^h^ 't^uth of this, Then anarchy
and revolution became desoerate v:e find a hero sent to be
A
acclaimed by the people. In Russia we find Lenin, Stalin;
in France there was Napoleon; in the United States, ’7:- shing-
ton, Lincoln; in Germany, Bismarck, Hitler. Some of these
heroes are truly heroic, some are not, but at the time when
they neld power the neople thougnt they were heroes, ' nd th"t
is what made them so for that age. In 1; ter ages they take
their right heroe t s.
We now come to a summary of Norse mythology. Like many
Pagan tribes they worship different aspects of nature ? s
gods with human characteristics "s well • s divine. Unfavora-
ble aspects of nature such as frost or the sea-tempest are
celled Jotuns or Giants. The gods, like Odin and Thor, were
continually fighting with these Jotuns. The Norse paganism
leeks the gracefulness of the Greek paganism, but Carlyle

33
chose it 'because it hr 3 s rude strength rnd sincerity which
make it noble • nd genuine. This sincerity, as we shell see
in the later lectures, is the basis of all hero-worship. This
rude, gisntlike greatness later becomes tamed into the godlike
greatness of Shakespeare and Dante, /nothe i truth which the
Norsemen discovered was that all of lire ws s a free. They
called tn*s + ree Igdrasil. They, in their rude min^
,
were •'bio
to see that "'ll which had gone before was ;he root end trunk
from thich they were an offshoot. For them the tree was the
whole of which LVi e
v
were a part. Fr ch sge has its thinker,
its spiritual hero who embodies and makes concrete these feel-
ings fnd cun ions of the ^eoglc. Odin wr.s the spiritual hero
of the Norsemen.
7/hat ir.-'de Odin a divinity? He vn s undoubtedly a mm who
grew into n divinity through the trcd.itions fh^t were funded
down about bur fter his death. He must coulee huve been
a brave and valorous fighter because no mm could evict in
those times without being one. »dt he w s Iso poet, »
prophet, says Carlyle. He wat> a.ole to gather into nj_q own II -r
and dee^s ell that tne worse pa6~ns held most dear. Like
the wet and orephet he spoke from the very soul of this - ge
.
"His way of thought became their way of thought :-such, und
3
nee conditions, is the history of every great thinker still."
Odin was brave. Man today must first of all be brave. He
must subdue fear that is within, him before ne cm conquer him-
self md sid the world he lives in. It i3 not the crude phy-
5 Ibid., p. 42

sic*l bravery man needs now, but the far stronger spiritual
bravery. Mankind is always surrounded by fear which he must
break through with the truth. Cain, -*s well ^s being ohysi-
34 .
cally brave, must have, undoubtedly been this. "This valor is
the source of all pity, of truth and 11 that is great and
6
good in man." Vailor which brs overcome fe?r can understand
and pity this same fe? r that is in others. This s* me fear
h' s been conquered oy the truth when the hero hr d the vrlor
to seek for the truth in the darkness that surrounded him.
This world of gods with its valor r-nd sincerity gave wry,
phoenix- like, to higher conception of one God, a God of
justice. This is embodied in the hero a s prophet. Poly-
theism has given y to monism.
The prophet Carlyle has chosen 1b Mahomet. Carlyle says
of his choice th t he is not the most eminent or truest pro-
phet, but he is a true one. Mahomet too was sincere; tnis is
his first requisite of a hero. "No man adequate to do anything
but is first of all in right earnest scout it; what i c- 11 a
sincere man. I should say sincerity, a deep, great, genuine
sincerity, is the first chirr cteristic of all men in anv wav
7
heroic." This sincerity is shown in his acknowledgment of
the greatness and wonder oi existence. What he says, what he
feels sre directly from his own experinece in trying to under-
stand this universe. He must always be in contact with the
inner meaning or things, with the true spirit of the world.
6 Ibid., pp. 50-51 7 Ibid . , n. 64

In derense of his choice of M. hornet Carlyle points out
that we must not cast aside a man as not a hero because he
fails in some measure. The very fret that he is i human
being me ‘ ns that he will fail. He is s hero if ne picks
hiiiiself un and struggle ^ onward, if he does not let his cir-
cumstances overcome him.
Mahomet was ",$l s )ont‘ neous , p- ssion^te, yet just, true-
meaning man! Full of wild faculty, fire and light; of wild
worth, s 11 uncultured; working out ha.s lxi'e-task in the depths
8
oi the Deserts there.” He was always aware of the great f ? ct
of existence and was accustomed to retire yearly for one month
to meditate. There, even more than in his daily life, he
tried to see through the shows of things to the things them-
selves, to see the spirit through the clothes that cover it.
xn these meditations he came to feel that uehindthe world
was a just lav/ and that the soul# of thw world was good. His
duty w;- s to obey the 1: w of the wnole universe, following
unquestioningly and obediently. This, s;-ys Carlyle, is the only
true morality known. This Islam that ivu hornet taught me--ns
self-denial. "This is yet the hignest ’Visdom th* t iieqven
9
has reve led to our k.rth.”
Mahomet had trouble to gain followers ss did Christ, to
whom he is sometimes compared. He was hunted irom pl?ce to
place, out still he preached his doctrines. He dictated his
.Koran. C: rlyle says of it tkn.qt it is a crude book, very un-
8 Ibid
.
, p. 76 9 ibid . , p. 81

interesting to res a, out it w ?
b
sincere. There is much fit
xault in it, especially the sensuousness. However, the worst
•aspects oi this sensuality were given ' iter Mahomet's depth.
C- rlyle attempts to excuse it uj saying, "Enjoying things which
are pleasant; th*.t is not evils it is the reducing of our
moral self to slavery by them that is. Let s man assert with*l
that he is King over his habitudes; th*t he could and would
10
shake them off, on ceuse snown; this is an excellent law."
Whether or nut we object to his excusing Mahomet c-n we deny the
reason in this statement?
The hero has developed from divinity to prophet. He has
in botn aspects sought to understand the whole of which he is
s part and find his duty in making his spirit express the
spirit of the whole.
Both Odin and M:, hornet had poetry in them. xhey saw the
melody of the world and tried to put their spirits in harmony
with it. All great men in this sense are poets. But here we
shill talk or owo men who were given poetic speech as well
as » poetic soul. These men are D nte *»nd. BV’ks r : re. One
distinction we nave made today Detween propuet end ^oet is th~t
the prophet emonasizes the mors 1 aspect of mture, the poet the
beautiful. In the strictest sense we cannot have one without
the othc^. Th' 1 \r. why our great man must be ootn a prophet
and a poet.
Dante wrs a man of sorrow. Sorrow did for him whet it
10 Ibid., p. 106
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should do i'or '11 people; it mn.de him tender and soft "t her rt
stern exterior* He was driven
from Florence with a price u- on his head. It was in this
exile thi t he. wrote his Song which Is i Iso judged by its sin-
cerity. He is man full of pity which he huo learned from
the rigor of his life-. Curly le says of him, "For rigor, ear-
nestness and depth, he is not to be paralleled In the modern
world; to seek his mrallel we must go into the Hebrew Bible,
11
and live with the antique Prophets there." His Inferno
was an expression oi the miseries he had been through. His
Puraatoriao and ?..
r
c> diso show the hope end belief th t he h^d
come to after his misery. Dante emphasizes the moral Irw in
his work; he joints cut the duty of mm, This is gre»t pro-
gress from the pagan belief which merely dealt with the oper-
ations of nature. D-»nte w s the spokesman of the riddle " 0e:,
speaking of tne inndr life. Shakespeare u- s the s_ ouesman of t
the outer life or Europe. He dealt with man’s spirit, but as
it appeared in its outward actions, not as it was in heaven
or hell.
His greatness lies in his close touch with the world
around him. He was dealing with the spirit as it apperred
dressed m clothes. He never lost sight of the spirit but it
is always clothed in human emotions and actions. Shakespeare
was master of himself and his materials. He was aoove all a
portrait painter. He sees and sets before us the magnificence
and nobility of great people like Hamlet, Prospero; the hu-
ll Ibid
.
, p. 134
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mor of Fa lstaff ; the beauty of Rosalind; the pathos of Desde-
inoni. ; the villainy of Isga; the piti bleness ss well as the
majesty of Lesr. It is through peo le th?t Shakespeare finds
the spirit he must make manifest. He has set before us truths
of human character that are eternal. This is his gre tness.
He, too, was ? man of deep sincerity who hid conquered fear
and looked into the things themselves, finding there the mes-
sage he w s to give the world.
Here is the hero as priest. "He presides ove>- the wor-
ship of the people; is the Uniter of them with the Unseen Holy.
He is the spiritual Captain of the neorle; ss the Prophet is
12
their spiritual King with many captains.” It is his duty to
fight, to try and reform the world. The 'oet reformed the
world quietly through his song. But the world : Iso n^eds
priests who will battle for the right, such men "s Luther "nd
Knox*
The world needs priests to reform it because it has be-
come insincere. The C-tholicism of Dante had outworn itself.
The forms had become just fonns, the spirit h^d gone out of
them. It was necessary for s sincere man to be sent to shrke
off this evil cloak. That itu n w * s Ll'.ther. .le tine, the phoenirl
death-birth again here. Catholicism ~nd Protestantism re
struggling with e>ch other. Her were struggling to be,, sincere
and this they could not be uniess they tnrew off the outworn
bonds or tholicism which prevented freedom of thought.
12 TM
d
. ,
p. 162
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In uhe middle of + his lecture Curly is m*kes a very -in-
teresting statement/ "I see the blessedest result prep ' ring
it&exf: Hot abolition of hero 7/0 rship, but r-Visr what I
would c?ll 9 whole v/orld of heroes. If hero means sincere man,
why m.-»y not every one 0 ^ us be a here-?” T s not this Car-
lyle's hope for the world? It is the goal which all of us
should work for,
Luther did no* st^rt as *• rebellious priest. But the
more he saw the sham of popery the more he w s forced to cast
it aside if he w?s to be r» sincere man. The story th-t h-d
its climax in Wittenberg is familirr to -11 readers of his-
tory. He proved true to his convictions and began the Re-
formation of which this world we live in is - product. It
was the breaking away from medievalism to modernism, the cast-
ing :.side or worn-out clothes. Since Luther's time we have
h: d to cast away more out-worn clothes tnd there are yet many
to be c: st away. In one sense we are still struggling in
this phoenix death-birth. When the birth will be accomplished
we cannot say, let us hope it will be soon.
Knox also saw the power of the Reformation. He did for
Scotland uh: t Luther did for all of Europe. He was 2 sincere
and valorous fighter against the quackery th-t h*d come in his
time. He hr s neither the stature nor the scope of Luther, but
in his own way he was a hero, j . .. .:b
In the lecture on the hero s a m«n of letters there is
13 Ibid . , p. 179
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much that we' m: ve a Ire dy found in Carlyle's earlier works,
rie is tiie modern hero. how the world receives him is signi-
ficant of the general cnsr cter of the world t th~t time. It
is the msn of letters who tells the world for all time what,
he hr* s discovered Wnen ne hr* s sought ' and found the Divine
idea. He too is seeking with ail his heart for the true rel- -
t ^ on between his spirit and that of the world-spirit. The
ms.n of letters h.s in our day become the priest. His news-
papers, pamphlets, books form the church of the modem world.
It is he who reaches the greatest number of people, if not in
the period in which he lives, then after his death. This
man of letters combines the prophet, the poet, the priest.
He is the culmination of all the heroes that h»ve gone before.
This doctrine we n ve -heard before so I shall say no more
about it. He 'Iso takes occasion to Condemn the skepticism
of the *ge which we nave heard him say before is the cause
of the evils of his tir e.
Samuel uohnson is the fiiso man or letters Oi the eight-
eenth century he takes up. "He waseprophet to his ueople;
preached " Gospel to them, -as all like him always do. The
highest u-ospel he prer cned we may describe as a kind of
Moral Prudence: in a world where much is to be done, and
14
little is to be known, see how you will do it!" He is
struggling to live by the truth s he sees it. This is the
main reason that Carlyle gives for nis greatness. He w?s r
strong man whc overcame his physic;. 1 weakness.
14 Ibid.
, p. 255

Rousseau was not a strong man, as was Johnson, says
Carlyle* But he had one mark of the hero, that he was in
earnest* He did not conquer himself as must a true hero, hut
in his search for the meaning of life he did discover truth*
The doctrines of social contract played their part in the
French Revolution, T#ey saw through the sham of the French
monarchy at that time and tried to cast away the worn-out
qpmbols*
The last of the men of letters is Bums. He was able
in the midst of his poverty to see the spirit behind the
world. His soul was full of wonder which is the essence of
a hero, wonder at the miracles of nature* He, more than the
other two, had the soul of a hero. He was in earnest and he
was valorous • He had conquered himself in his lowly surround-
ings. Later he lost control of himself. But, as Carlyle
i
says, it is the exceptional man who can receive flattery all
at once and not have his head turned. He has his weakness but
he was nevertheless a hero.
I think that Carlyle's choice of these three men for
heroe» was not the best he could have made. They all live up
to the main qualification that a hero be earnest, but the
author is forced to make excuses for all of them. We must
remember that the eighteenth century was an age of skepticism
and incapable of hero-wrrship. This is the reason why the
heroes do not appear so great to us. Part of this reasoning
of Carlyle is true, but they are still heroes with weaknesses.
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in spite of the lack of hero-worship in the time they wrote.
Pa? haps he intended to have this the case. If we can see
the weaknesses as well as the strong points of our hero we
will be more willing to follow him, and less likely to follow
him blindly. However, Carlyle seems to favor blind hero-
worship in otha? places so I doubt if this is true. If he
is setting up heroes to be worshipped it seems to me that
these heroes should have as few human weaknesses as possible.
There are other men in literature who are greater than these.
Carlyle was of course trying to choose men fairly near his
own time. Perhaps these were the best he could find, but if
this were the case I think I should eliminate all but Burns
as approaching a hero. The main purpose of this lecture was
to show the importance of the men of letters. The rest of
the nineteenth century produced men of letters more fit to
be called heroes than these three, Carlyle was indicating
the trend that great men would follow in the future. If we
remember this the lecture will perhaps have more meaning for
Uft,
Carlyle says df the king, his sixth hero, “The commander
of men; he to whose will our wills are to be subordinated,
and loyally surrender themselves, and find their welfare in
doing so, may be reckoned the most important of great men.
He is practically the summary for us of all the various
figures of Heroism; priest, teacher, whatsoever of earthly
or of spiritual dignity we can fancy to reside in man, embodies
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itself here, to command over us, to furnish us with constant
practical, teaching, to tell us for the d ay and hour wh*t we
a re to do, '
The king is not king by divine right. He must be sought
out. Each society must find its Ablest Man- nd invest him
with authority. Ck rlyle does not mean literally th; t he is
e king. But he must be treated as one once he is found. He
must be obeyed and followed blindly fter he ft - s once been
chosen. When the unaole m*»n is out at the head revolution
follows. The French Revolution is an example of this. The
mission if the hero-king is to bring order, Napoleon did
this for the French Revolution.
Cromwell is the first hero king of Carlyle. It was he
who brought order to the Puritan revolt. The Puritans sew the
shrm of the Stuwrts. Their government w^s no longer sir cere
and must be thrown off. Even Cka.rles I had to go. They
were seeking for the right to express the spirit that was
within them. They could not become a part of the whole under
the Stuart despotism. Cromwell was the -blest man they could
find for their king ?nu he was a wise choice. He kept in
mind that he was working for r 11 the people. He was helping
them to find the true reality in their government
.
It was
he who kept it from turning into a French Revolution. The
Puritans found their leader and followed him blindly . .Vhen
they began to question, then he was forced to become despotic.
13 Ibid .
,
p. 274
!u
a
.
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But throughout his life he remained sincere and true to the
cause. It was -fter nis death th t the Commonwealth disinc,e-
grated. It had lost the strong srm of its leader end men for-
got the reality they were seeking for rmd turned to selfish
gain. Cromwell had the magnitude of a great leader and he
lived up to this magnitude.
Napoleon is the other king mentioned. As long " s he
worked for the people he was successful. He in his way was
as grs-t s Cromwell. But he made the mistake of being ab-
sorbed by tne outer coverings of wha.t he had been seeking.
F^me turned his head,* he wanted to become diet - tor. Crom-
well did not fight for himself alone, Napoleon unfortunately
did. The people recognized the sh*m of the leader they hed
chosen and he was finally cost off, but not until he had dene
much damage. Perhaps if Cromwell had not died when he did he
wo -ild have become like Napoleon.
We have traced the hero as he was in the earliest times
down to the present. Each succeeding hero was on embodiment
of the heroes that h-d gone before. They were . 11 seeking
to find the meaning or the universe and were in some measure
successful. They were all men who realized that this is *
spiritual world covered with all sorts of clothing. It wrs a
msn's duty to see beyond this clothin to L>c reality that is
underneath. In my final chapter I wil„ srry mcr« «.bout wL. t,
I ohink of his choice of heroes.
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Chapter IV
Revolution w?s » marvelous ox' j : 4 fci le
tc wiite a.Lcut
.
xt stbouncieti in pec; le -no. tit effect t, of
their emotions ' td on the? situation. It was * subject in
•which he could let himself 30 end this he did.
Before I re;d it I was puzzled about how he would deal
with the subject. then. I begm it T realized it was the onl?y
kind of history Carlyle could write. It is really ' first-
rate melodrama rather than - history. The facts u-e confused
and even obscured by the emotional content although basically
they ire correct. The only system of arrangement that is
apparent is the chronological one. ‘This is not enough to make
9 unified history. There must be a planned interrelation
of characters d^-V il r> which is not evident in The he c\
Revolution.
For a student already familiar with the det*ils 0^ the
\
French Revolution it. \s 4 very interesting history-drams; for *
beginner it is a confused jumble of personalities. I fou#d
the summary of the events from 1789-1795 at the end of the
book essentir-l to understanding it. From this standpoint the
t'ook is not - good history. Good writing should not confuse
the reader. It Is written in the style of s. .rtor Ras- rtus
which was influenced by Lrurence Sterne. The style is delight
ful in a work like Sartor Res "rtus which is largely philoso-
phical in nature and allows a Insure ly and flexible style.

But history by its ve:ynature must show an orderly plan. It
is not 9 subject in which the emotions should have the upper
hand,
Carlyle has s?id that history is made up or innumerable
biographies. The French Revolution develops this hypothesis.
It is the biography of the masses ~ s well -s of the leaders.
Carlyle believed that in order to understand an age you must
understand the lives of the ueoole in it. especially of the
great men of the age. The French Revolution was an excellent
medium for expressing this belief. Almost more than in any
other period in history, it is the people who rose to impor-
tance. Emotions ruled the day. Carlyle, as we h.*ve seen, was
a romanticist, not a classicist-, in his thinking add writing.
The French Revolution gave him a ch?nce to revel in his
romantic emotionalism.
Perhaps I . m being unfair to Carlyle when I emphasize
his emotional aspect, but that is the side that is most promi-
nent. The French Revolution is a fine vi iece of scholarship.
Csrlyle shows intimate knowledge of the events oi the period.
If he did not have the facts so well in hand he could not in-
terpret them in the light oi the people wno lived then, as he
does. if the reader penetrates beneath the surfacb he will
find th?t the melodrama is based on a solid foundation of f?ct
%
Crlyle is trying to get away from Dryasdust whose history is
as one-sided ss is C-rlyle's. A happy medium between the two
would e my ideal history.

He understands very well t,he conditions that brought
cn the French Revolution. The monarchy w? s decadent, the
economic conditions desperate. Writers and pamphleteers,
influenced by Jean Jacques Rousseau aixd Tno^as P-ine, sore; a
rhe fire. *ii this D*ckgrouna xs given as *> series Oj. tense
scenes xlasnea before us in rapid sucaessi^h. They ta^e one's
oreath away. We Suffer with rnose starving miniono and cry
for "BreadI" Csriyie's emotionalism and humanit* ri^nism
enables us to feel ill the pangs that they feel. We *re Jean,
f
I
Michel, Marie whose st,om*»chs are nourished on oread D*ked of
flour mixed with pi* ster-of-paris, with more pl-ster-c: • is
added as the famine continued. Our thoujrr. g --enetrate no
farther into the situation than this sensuous but very excusabl 5
desire for bread. We will follow anyone and do anything as
long as bread is the promised reward. But we must h*ve breadl
This ability to transport the rerder to P.ris in 1789 and the
yesrs following is.Carlyle's suprere gift in the field of
history. Without it history cannot be properly understood'.
But as i read these tragic flashes 1 almost forgot thr t they
were history, that there were some plain facts on hich to
harnesss these emotions. in this respect Dryasdust is super-
ior. tie lets us know the progress that the mob is making.
Neither one gives a complete picture or the situation; the two
together approach this goal.
This super- enthusiasm of Carlyle is perfect for v such
scenes as the stormihg of the Br stille s«nd the insurrection

of women at V*.rennes
.
Bastille day wss unforgettable for thos
who participated and the reader of Carlyle is as much a pr rt
of the mob as though he h**d been tnere. He too hoarsens his
lungs and throat with yelling and tears at anything he
can lay his hands on. One of the best sections of the Bas-
tille scene is the terror ox' the old man who had charge of
the Bastille. Although Carlyle is sympathetic with the
French people, he makes us feel the shrinking terror of the
olu man who hides in the innermost p rt of the Bastille. He
is found even there and dragged up to the turrets. There he
is forced to look over the terrifying edge ~nd he is told that
if he does not do ns he is ordered it would be a very easy
thing to give him s push. The old nun's knees shake and he
promises to be “good", but even so he is later killed. rhe
reader's heart is stirred with pity for the poor ola man who
is a victim of the society he has served so long.
Another scene I mentioned was the insurrection of the
women at V rennes. This also is - thrilling episode. The
women surge to the palace to beg bread or the king. They
break p st the guards and gain entrance to the private
chambers. One of the most attractive coquettes is sent
in to plead with Louis. On her return she tells them that
Louis Kissed her hand! The general cry “Vive le hoi!" -rose,
brervd forgotten. Even then ma jesty co xld overawe them. They
departed with their purpose un*ccom 'lished, but, not for the
it
.
moment realizing

As the moo became more and more uncontrolled, leadership
passing from Mirabeau to Danton, then to Robespierre, we come
to another startling episode in this crazy-quilt drama. This
is the story of Charlotte Corday, one of the most radical
Girondists. She called on Citoyen Marat with the excuse that
she would give him certain information that would enable him
to help France. She was admitted to a rooip with a stool for
writing, a chair, a slipper bath, and a squalid washerwoman
to care for him in his illness. Charlotte introduced herself
as she entered.
"Citoyen Marat, I am from Caen, the seat of rebellion,
and wished to speak with you. Be seated, mon enfant. Now
what are the traitors doing at ^aen. *.hat deputies are at
Caen?-Charlotte names some. 'Their heads shall fall within
a fortnight 1
,
croaks the eager peopiejs friend, ciutcxung hie
tablets to write: Barbaroux, Petion writes ne with bare shrunk
arm, turning aside in the bath; Petion and Louvet, and -
Charlotte has drawn the knife from the sheath; plunges it with
onessure stroke, into the writer's heart. ‘A moi, chere ami.
Holy dear!* no more could thsjJeath-choxed say or shriek.
ihe helpful wasnerwoman running in, there is no friend of the
people or friend of the washerwoman left; but his lire with a
1
groan rushes out, indignent, to the shades below. 11
how much mure effective than saying that Charlotte Corday
under false pretenses, gained admittance to Marat and stabbed
him through the heart, a description which we would be likely
1 The * renchRevo lut ion
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to find in Dryasdust,
so far x have aealt with the common people, the moo. cut
a history by early le would not be complete without a hero-
leader and we Una several of these, Miraueau is the first one
ana the Dest one according to early le, he saw the snam of the
French monarchy and realized that a,n uprising of the people
was the only way to overthrow it. hike all of varlyle^
heroes he saw through tne shows of things into the thing it-
self. ne saw the outworn clothes of the rrench monarchy which
must be cast off before tue true spirit could be made manifest.
But Miraoeau also saw tae danger in such an uprising, ne
knew that it was difficult to coiitrol an aroused mob, ~e also
realized that although a mob uprising was necessary to over-
throw ^ouis that this same mob could not govern itself. It
must depend on strong leaders. As long as he live iuiraoeau
was able to keep the mub from the excess of the September mas-
sacres, ne was a powerful personality who forced the people
by his own strength to practice some restraint, ^iraoeau had
no use for Hobespierre and the rising uacobins who were revel-
ing in their freedom, forgetting what they were fighting for,
ne advocated the middle course that was so important for a
sane revolt and he had, what was more essential, the power to
enforce his views. Carlyle says that if he had lived the
course or the *rench ^evolution might have been quite different,
x thxnk probably there is a great deal of truth in this idea,
when he died what was there of calmness and restraint was gone.
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Denton w s his successor, fie was a Girondist until they
became t"*o radical. The r'dic»l element under Robespierre
l»ter guillotined him. D nton w*s » hero in his may, accord-
ing to C' rlvle. ne also saw the shambles rnd went bout tear-
ing it "W“v. But he did not let nis emotions obscure the trut
The peoole must not go to excess. He was against the assa-
ssin tion of the king. Remove him from power, but don't
murder him w s his teaching, oat Danton did not h"ve the
control over the people th"*t Mirabeau hc£ h^d. The mob
became more *nd more J cobin in sentiment. They did not like
the restraint preached by Danton; so "away with him, to the
guillotine!
"
Both cf the e men s w the truth tin t the mob must have
wise leaders, that they were not educated to govern tnem-
selves wisely. D-nton lost his life in " horrible way De-
cause he pre: ched this truth. Both he and Mirabeau were men
of courage and loyalty, loyal to the truth *s they found it,
seeing into Lhe spirit behind the shambles of the trench
mon# rchy
.
Robespierre took over fter D nton's murder. He w?s
a thoroughgoing J- cobin. it was under him that Louis and
M. rie Antoinette lost their heads. The September massacres
came under his leadership. He and nis pr rty brought L.,
Guillotine more business than anyone ana it was she who
turned traitor end cut off his heed. He wus a man who
1
rejoiced in excess, who let his emotions hide the truth

from him. He was not able to see where his uncontrolled
emotions were leading him. He w s able to discard the worn-
out clothes of the monarchy, but he s not *ble to see the
falseness of the Jscobins. Carlyle hrs no good thing to
say about Robes ierre end lr Dels him "sea-green".
C-rlvle h- s carried out his definition of the hero md of
history very well in the French Revolut ion
.
He h-~s made it
series of innumerable Biographies. The whole history is
written from the standpoint of the people in it. This natu-
rally makes c drama which orrlyle's enthusiasm develops into a
kx leiaescopic melodrama. We saw how the great man w-& first
recognized : nd acclaimed by the people and then 1: ter how he
was denied by them and nut to death. These heroes were heroes
because they sought the truth in the live spirit behind the
world, not in the clothes th*t iormed the outer covering.
Robespierre m. de the mistake of being carried away by the shows
Ox things.
C.rlyle's transcendentalism, which is the b sis of his
philosophy, emoled him to give this interpretation of the
decedent French monarchy. His hum»niteri»nism gave him in-
sight into the sufferings Ox the French people. This,
coupled with his romanticism hrlped him to set it forth with
the startling dramatic force that makes it alive.
As I indicated ai, the beginning 01 the chapter, i do not
c*±l it a good history* it is too enthusi; Stic. The reader's
first ’ impression Is one of exaggeri fcio ct p srflci 1

emotionrlism. This outer- Severing hides ». find piece of scho-
3
larship which should be more easily ap-.trfent to the reader.
After one becomes used to the breath- tricing p«ce and charsc-
ter of the history the emotional element 51* dui lly takes i :
©l»ce and the historical elemsnt becomes more noticeaole. f or
this subject this enthusiasm and understanding is essentirl,
but I would advise a beginner to oecome acquainted with Dryas-
dust before attempting this. It is rn excellent reference
book written with Carlyle's sympathy and xiumor that imkes it
enjoyable if t©Keu in small doses.
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Chester V
Frederick the uie- t is Carlyle's last gre t work. it
took him fourteen years to write it. it is 3 much calmer
work th;*n the French revolution and. hence a better history in
my estimation. it consists of eight volumes which are a monu-
ment to Carlyle's scholarship.
it, like the French Revolution , is the type of history-
one would expect Carlyle to write, but in it we see *» maturer,
calmer Carlyle. His super-entausiasm has abated »nd left his
sympathy and humamtari^nism. in it is all of usrlyle's
humor r: nd his innumerable biogra phies", it is a work tn.-' l
snould oe .read »t ® lle.surely ps»ce to be enjoyed. the reader
does not have to take it in small doses s is better in the
c; se of the Fr ench Revolution
,
but he should retd it slowly
seeKing the humor and the human interest element,
Frederica is » much less confusing work, resides the
chronological sequence there is the life of Frederick to give
it unity and order. ihe reader is not shoved b * ck and forth
r nd around among different personalities *s he. is in the French
Revolution
.
There are many different :eo le ir Frederick but
they appear and reappear in a more orderly fashion. Friedrich
is the central figure to whom they are all directly or indi-
rectly related. The work is so detailed that in this respect
it is confusing, but even here tnere is more system than emo-
',
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The book is divided into eight volumes. The first is
concerned with the history of Prussia from the tenth century to
the time of Friedrich Wilhelm, our rriedrich’s fr trier. Volume
J.I deals with the Double M rriage project between Engl nd and
Prussia. This could be dismissed in two p ges or le, c but
Carlyle gives r 11 the intricacies of the project with its vr-
rious rppearances. We come to know all the people concerned
it ; eir attitude towards or against it* C rlyle lives
up bo his pirn of showing history from the standpoint of the
people concerned, a vie,, oint that is very fine, /lmost as
secondary material in this volume we see Friedrich growing up
under the stern tutelage of his tyrannical father. He is sub-
ject to rigorous .-nd sometimes cruel drill, against which his
sensitive nature rebelled. But this same drill stood him in
good stead lctei on. One of the most interesting features
of the book are excerpts from Wilhelm ini'’ s diary. She is
Friedrich's older sister and they ?re very close to e- ch other
during both their lives. She gives us many intimate, persona 1
touches tht t are 1 : eking in most histories. C- rlyle puts '
s
many of these anecdotes in his history s he c n find and they
nuke an otherwise dull history delightful reading. In Volume
III Friedrich grows up. He goes through nswhich most
young men must meet and he do: not lways resist them n e he
should. His father died .'nd he took over the kingship. Upon
the death of the K; iser Friedrich planned to seize Silesis.
Volume IV deals with the first Silesi-n War rnd gener 1 European
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one. Volume V is concerned with the Second Silesian War
ana the ten ve; rs of pe~ce following it. Volume VI tells of
uhe Seven Yesrs'W. r or the Third Silesi-n 7/ar which is full
of reverses for Friedrich. Volume VI i continues -nddfin' lly
ends the beven Years’ War with not much gained on either side.
Volume VIII gives the 1 . st ye ‘rs of his life, in which Fried-
rich worked for certain reforms in l;-w rnd agriculture. This
is briefly the division of Friedrich . All the later volumes,
i
which *>re full of minute descriptions of battles, hr-ve inter-
spersed many interesting, anecdotes "bout the people involved.
We find biographies of people such - s Volt- ire -nd M' ria
Theresa as well .0 many others. It is these stories th' t
make of Frederick ? living history. in the French Revolu-
tion . the re.*der becomes member of the Court of Frederick,
» 3cldier on the battlefield. Carlyle never loses -i^kt
of the fact th, t he is de- ling with peoyle, even in hia exten-
uated 'ccounts of the v ricus beetles. It is cert*’ inly r
severe test of his ability to escape Dry* sdust „rd his methous,
- test which he passes with high honors.
in such 9 lengthy history there is 0 gre**t deal of detail
but it is very interesting because it is generally of » per-
sonal nature snd Carole has rightly si id on'*t man is the most
interesting subject, to man. There * re many excer ts from
letters between Wilhelmlr? and Friedrich which show the close
relationship - etween th, brother • nd sister. I think he c. red
more for her than he did :my other humr-n being. There *re
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other* ''.otters from Friedrich to his gener - Is, his friends,
Voltaire among them. The variety and number of an
shows that Cw.rlyle has done s find piece or research. He must
hsve covered, every document * v* il' ble on the reign of Friedricl
in order to have given so many intimate sketches. For a per-
son who wants * h sty survey of Friedrich's reign these de-
tails would become irksome, but to a careful student they add
* grert deal of interest *-nd he If to vivify the whole period.
To be sure, there are many battle scenes th: t re told in a
much too lengthy manner, but the reader is willing to forgive
Carlyle for this because it is the same thoroughness and sym-
pathy th-t gives us the fascinating letters and stories.
'Then Carlyle wrote the history he must h; ve determined to
le- ve out nothing of import - nee interest to the reader
and in his attempt to carry this out he dded much th: t must
seem insignificant.
Carlyle had firmly in mind his hero when he wrote this
history. Friedrich is not perfect, but he has the earmarks
of ? great man. Carlyle says th - t vclt.^ire was the great
thinker or the eighteenth century, Fi^ederick vutfi the great
doer. Although we have seen Carlyle's emphasis on ~ction
before it .has become more marked by this time. Here there is
more emphasis on the king, the deer, rather than the prophet,
priest, poet, man of letters who are the thinkers. Like all
of Carlyle's heroes he saw through the shambles of his time,
at least the religious shambles of Catholicism. He did not

see the outworn "Oliticpl and -economic institutions ol his
time. lo seems to me that this em .rr sis on Friedrich's reli-
gious n ture is overdone. From the evidence Curly le presents
I do not reach this conclusion. Ffiedrich is a Protestant
and a sincere one, but unlike Lutner, he does not denounce
t
Catholicism or ©reach Protestantism. He vw-s sincere, but it
ws not an active sincerity. In some instances his actions
deny his 'religion. His severity toward his * rmy is ?t times
too strong. He fall* suite easily into youthful follies which
he might have withstood if his religion had been more rer 1 to
him. From my own interpretation of the f c+.e I would say that
Friedrich does not l^ve up to Carlyle's definition of s hero.
Ca.rl.yle forces Friedrich into this mould and it does not fit
him.
Friedrich w s undoubtedly ? fine general; his armies were
the best disciplined in all Europe; but this is not the me- sure
of a grea.t man. wor do his peace reforms wnicn were of much
benefit to his counury m*ke him great. He did realize 1 hat
one duty of a king was to look out for the interests of his
people, i think that Friedrich sincerely thought that his
plans to acquire Silesia were $ benefit to his people; it
was not just for himself thsi he was being a^ressive. in this
'
sense he was a gre: t man.
But those of us who are livxng today find it even harder
to approve of jpriedricn 1 s -^receive jolicy. Such words as
[pressor are in bad renut e. As the reaaer examines the f’cts
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he can't deny that Frederick was an aggressor, a dictator. We
feel a sympathy for the people in Silesia and an abhorrence
of Friedrich* s surprise attacks which Carlyle admirds. That
is because such examples are so close to us today. We see tne
damage such aggression can do, damage which Carlyle rails
to see. 1 don't think rriedrich was an earlier edition of
hitler. Friedrich did not right solely ior his own oenefit.
hitler was sincerely trying to help his people when he began
but ne has since turned it to his own benefit as did napoleon.
Carlyle seems to feel that rriearich * s military anility
made his wars right, in his enthusiasm for a hero- leader he
forgot the people who were sacrificed for him. he has un-
doubtedly turned to a belief that might makes right. The
leaders must have absolute power; the people's guarantee is
that their leaders are religious men. Friedrich had tne
ability to enforce nis rule and because he could ne was a
great man. oarlyle felt compelled to mate a hero oi rried-
rxch, and this biased his interpretations, -.t is still an
excellent history because uarlyle presents the facts as they
are, although his Interpretation is distorted.
1 This book, more than any other of his, shows up the
weakness of uarlyle's hero-theoy. . his definition of a hero
V
was so vague that he could force *riedrich into the mould.
*.e says that a nero is a man wno seeks Lhe truth, nut what
is the truth .riedrich is seeking* Carlyle does not tell us.
x*e says that a hero tries to make his spirit in accord with
*.
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the spirit of the universe. r>ut what is the spirit of the
universe- mc«.t is subject to each person's interpretation,
xt has some meaning for me but x cannot make it specific,
ne also says that the hero sees througn tne snows of things
into the things themselves, nut he does not tell us how we
should know the tning in itself when we come to xt. We can-
not prove or disprove that Friedncn w<*,s always seeking the
truth; it is a too subjective matter. From his actions we
find that he did not always succeed in finding the truth. Nor
do we find by his actions that Friedrich saw into the thing
itself, but that too is a subjective matter. Friedrich was
a doer. He saw a chance to make Prussia a prominent country
and he went about making it so. He was not a philosopher
nor did he have any deep religious principles to guide him.
Although Frederick is a calmer work Carlyle's enthusiasm
has led him to distort the interpretation of the facts which he
does hot do in the French Revolution
.
Another criticism that I have heard made about Frederick
is that Carlyle repeats a great deal. I did not find this as
noticeable as I expected to. At the beginning of the last
volume we find a repetition of the characteristics of the
hero which are just like what we found in his earlier works.
But there is very little philosophizing about the hero and the
sham of the times that are in Carlyle's earlier works. It is
mostly -narrative history. Carlyle's usual cryptic comments are
interspersed throughout the volumes but they are done satiri-
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,
cally and not in homily form. It is indirect attack rather
than direct.
In one sense the whole work is a repetition. He hammers
away at his hero philosophy dressing it by the means of Fried-
rich this time. He has become obsessed by this one idea and
he does not modify or develop it by the time he gets to
Frederick.
On the whole I enjoyed this history a great deal. People
are the central theme around which the circumstances revolve.
In spite of the weaknesses which I have poihted out the merits
of the history overcome the weaknesses to a great extent. As
an example of Carlyle’s scholarship, humor, and human sympathy
it is unexcelled.
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Chapter VI
I found ?. s I read several second? ry sources thwt most of
them ? greed in their essential interprets
t
1 on of r
_
.
Two
magazine articles were more adverse in their '' v,it ici 'T thrn the
others I read. For the most ' rt the ruthors traced the
origins of Ci.rlyle'o hero theory, traced it s - development in his
t
,
”nd then gave a general criticism of it
.
1
Mr. j© 1 ^ boo"' the p ‘ rst ?ne I i ead. His wa s a
Ph.D. dissertation. It was written in a stilted style which
gave me the impression that the author was not at ease when he
was writing it. At times I think he was confused by. Carlyle
s I am also. At the beginning he discussed the theory of
v
leadership in which he used various illustrations from history
to prove th:*t men are not born equal, but unequal. I think
he snent too much time ‘^roving this
_
oint, although he does it
quite well. Mr. Lehman next traces the development of the hero
in Carlyle's works up to 184c. This w-s for the most part ?
resume of the works as are my first three chapters. His fourth
and fifth chapters deal with the sources of the hero theory.
Chapter 4 gives the sources from primitive times down to the
r
German romanttcists who: he ssys exercised the most direct in-
fluence. Chapter 5 is the most interesting in the book. Mr.
Lehman points out that the hero idea 'was in the air. All of
Carlyle's contemporaries including Wordsworth, Coleridge, Scott
,
IB. H. Lehman, Carlyle' s Theory of the Hero: Its Sources
,
Dfevelopmer j, , History, and Influence on C. rl - le* s , 1928
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and Byron dealt with the hero in various fleets, either a s ?
villain or .? nobleman. The other authors I have re?d didn't
mention this and it is ? point worth noting. This is his ori-
ginal contribution to the subject, his criticisi is similar
to that of the others, ne feels thrt Carlyle's biographic-
history is of gre • t value but that he does neglect institutions
and other ph.-ses of history tnat are important. He does not
object to C*>rl le ‘ s enthusiasm wnich at times I found very
confusing. On tne whole my general criticisms of Carlyle were
similar to nis. The book itself did not impress me ?s being
2
as scholarly piece of work $s that of Mrs. xoung.
Mrs. loung's book is a well written. She also traces the
development of Carlyle's theory of history from the German
Transcendent? lists. She de&ls more with the art of history
than Mr. Lehman/ who emphasizes the hero spect of Curly le.
m a.L • • 2t
She of course c.<n‘t escape his hero theory but it- is secondary
to his general philosophy of history. She makes rather a
detailed cor: riser of hu.s method of hist.nvrtr yri+/h his contem-
poraries and his predecessors like Gibbon *nd Mocaul^f-.
Although she approves of certain elements in their histories
which Carlyle l-’cks ,she feels that Carlyle's ability to make
the re- der live the pert of the characters he is writing
about an essential element in gondhi story
.
For her the *rtist-
historian is the best. He is very irr ortant and essential to
a true understanding of history but he must combine a scienti-
2 Louise o
. Young, Thom- s C; rly le and the i t of History ,
Philadelphia : University of Pennsylvania Press, 1939

fic approach to the subject to be the best kind of historian.
Mrs. Young hf.8 a tendency to repeat her ideas in her desire to
get them across. She claims that Carlyle's greatest contribu-
tion to history was his ability at character portrayal and his
ability to transport the reader back into that age about which
he is writing. In her desire to exonor. te him she makes the
statement that Carlyle has an orderly mind. That I cannot ag
with. She does not give any evidence which proves it to me.
To be sure, all his writing is based on one fixed idea, that o
the reality of the spirit, but that is not sufficient proof of
the orderliness cf Carlyle’s thinking. As he gathered his
material I think he saw it as a unified whole, but by the time
he got his material on paper the whole became diaunlfied. We
can still see the whole but its parts are not always put in the
most slgnifie;int relationship. Mrs. Young points out fch^t Car-
lyle is above all an artist and that his criticj must remember
that when they are dealing with him. Of all the writers about,
Carlyle I came in contact with she has the most sympathy and
reverence fcr him. For the most part this do©3 not obscure her
critical ability except when she feels compelled to say that
he is a systematic thinker, bhe does not emphasize this poin
probably because she realized that it was untenable, but she
nevertheless puts it In as part of her evaluation of him.
Mr. Cazamian mi kes the same error that Mrs. Young did.
He clairces that there is order and unity in the French Revoli
tion. To mo this was the most incoherent of Carlyle's T
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works. it is fascinating out 3JT not unified. There ®.re too
many personalities popping up to allow much unity. Without
the chronological orderswhich is the only noticeable one, the
book would be impossible as a. study of the French Evolution
although it would still be - marvelous study of people. Mr.
Sazamian admits that Carlyle disregarded certain causes of the
French Revolution,but that was natural with his temperament and
it does not make the book less valuable. Like 'll the others
he recognized C.rlyle*s hero to be a direct relation to Fichte* 5
superman. Mr. Cazamian* s criticism of Frederick is quite Just.
He says that its main fault is its expanding quality. It grew
into a history of Prussia and of eighteenth century Europe.
Carlyle was rise forced to fit Frederick into lie hero theory
.
The more of these criticisms and analyses of Carl,, le I read
the more I wes impressed with their sin.il'- rity of interpret. tio: l.
They all m?d t ssenti 1 observ?ti n with a few origi-
t*
.
x. -v-'*. .iu^i ioij ujUu* o v e e ^ a.*. x t x . ZL x -a.— . —u ~±~ pc* x x ci .
~
•
Mr. Ralph Waldo Emerson* s cements on Carlyle are very in-
teresting. He says of hiip, "His guiding genius is his moral
sense, his perception of the sole importance of truth and jus-
tice; but it is a truth of character, not catechisms." He
mentions Carlyle in several of his volumes and points out some
of his essential doctrines that we have already discussed in
the preceding chapters of this thesis, Mr. Emerson pointed out
that it took a great deal cf courage for Carlyle to attrek his
5 R. ... Emerson, Works . Centenary Edition, New York: Hough-
ton Mifflin Co., vol. 10 p. 495
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own times and he is to be greatly admired for this conquest
oyer the fear of social disapproval and retaliation. Like the
other critics Emerson saw that Carlyle's habitual exaggeration
was bad but that it had the redeeming feature that there was
never a dull line in it. He felt that Carlyle's revolt to a
more romantic history was fine. "Until history is interesting,
4
it is not yet written." Mr. Emerson is right about that. The
relationship between Emerson and Carlyle is a fascinating one
but beyond the scope of this thesis.
The other secondary sources I used were from magazine
articles, most of them contemporary with Carlyle. John Stuart
Mill wrote and article upon the French Revolution at the time
of its appearance. It was he who was Indirectly responsible
for the burning of the original manuscript which Carlyle felt
forced to rewrite. That must have been a terrible tragedy but
Carlyle accepted it uncomplainingly
,
an exampId of his great-
ness of character. Mill gives quite an analysis of the book
quoting a great deal to illustrate his points. Like Mr. Young
he says that Carlyle's method is that of an artist, not a man
of science. Mr. Mill&s article is a digest of the French ^ev-
olution to acquaint the reading public with Mr. Carlyle's fine
work. It is superior to the digests we have now because it
included some interpretation along with the many quotations.
An article in Blackwood's Magazine for 1859 was full of
adverse criticism, although some of Carlyle's redeeming ma-
tures were mentioned. The author's main complaint was that
4 .ibid . . vol. 12, p. 298
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Carlyle's Philosophy v/as a mirage philosophy. The truths that
Carlyle was reiterating were obvious and unoriginal, but who
is thoroughly original? He 7/e s repeating the truths that his
age needed to realize anew. Perh-ps they were obvious to the
man who wrote this article /but they were not so to the majority
oi Carlyle's reading public. Of Frederick he says, that its
worst fault was wrong emphasis. He is criticising only the
first two volumes which had just appeared. Although it was
supposed to be a history of Friedrich^ the first volume wss
concerned with the history of Prussia and the second with the
douole marriage program which could have been dismissed in
one chapter or less. The author says of Carlyle, "Where a
truth is to be detected or an error exposed, who more acute?
but when you look for remedy or reconstruction, you find either
5
silence or fantasy." This is an excellent summary of Carlyle'
strength and weakness.
George nenry Lewes wrote an article on the first two vol-
umes of Frederi ck. He defined the meaning of tbe term genius
as tne capacity to take trouble. *e says th- j t uariyie ».
man of genius and should be reverenced as such. This is a
criticism of such articles n s the preceding one where the
authors saw a much grerter weakness than strength in Carlyle.
Mr. Lewes discussed Carlyle's netnod wnxch is to paint vivid
pictures. He admitted that they we re somewhat bewildering. I
don't think it is as true of FrederxCK as it is of tne French
5 M Carlyle", Blr ckwood 1 e Magazine , 1859, p. 130
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Revolution , It is full of quotations illustrating Carlyle's
style and his analyses of Leibnitz end Vo It "ire. Mr. Lewes
attempted to see both the good and had side of Carlyle hut his
favorable impression is the stronger. I think he is right in
this decision ^although It is helpful to read adverse criticism
with, an open-minded desire to see the author's viewpoint even
if you come to a different conclusion.
In the Atl°ntlc Monthly for 1857 there is an article
to introduce Carlyle to the American public, xt is a summary
of Carlyle's life pointing out the German influence. The auth-
or then discussed Sartor Resa rtus .which he claimed most people
did not understand. He also recognized Carlyle’s habit of ex-
aggeration, hut he felt that it as offset hy nis sincerity
and deep religiou > -ling. l 0 is a good introduction to Car-
lyle that would draw people to reading him.
Mr. Towle in the rennsylvania. Monthly for 1872 said that
Carlyle was a seer and propnet hut not an artist. This is
not a valid criticism. Carlyle's whole ability to paint vivid
character sketches is a testimony to his artistic ability. He
is definitely an artist rather than a scientist in his approach
to nistory. He claimed that Carlyle's best qualities were in
the French Revolution
.
There is more tenderness and pathos
there than in his other works. But in my estimation these do
not offset the incoherence which is overcome to some extent in
Frederick. Frederick dees not contain much tenderness hut its
tempo makes it a better history.
.'
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one or the best articles jl read was by Mr. Trevelyan In
Living, Age . He saw Carlyle’s power and originality. Carlyle
was in tne urst place a poet and this quality is necessary in
an historian according to Mr. Trevelyan, uarlyle was able to
see the humor in history which is very important. Mr. Trevelyan
ielt that uarlyle did not always see the importance of institu-
tions and the motives that moved bodies of men. ^ut uarlyle
did understand the prime motive force that caused the actions
with which he dealt. This is indispensable to an historian,
when we realize that ^r. Trevelyan is a fine historian this
statement becomes significant. The weakness or * rederick
he attributed to oarlyle's inability to understand him as he
did wromwell. ^.n this article wir. Trevelyan could not go into
a deep analysis of Carlyle, but he saw uarlyle’s essentially
fine characteristics and he gives a mature and deliberate
estimation of him.
The last articles - will menltion are concerned with
zeroes and Hero-Worship , eoth or tnem were uniavorable. The
article in the American Whig Review objects to his choice of
heroes, -f uarlyle used the term hero in the tireek sense, as
we do, he would have to exclude Shakespeare and Johnson. The
main objection to uarlyle ; s nero theory is his belief that an
excessively great man is an excessively good man. This the
author justly calims is fallacious, une look into history
will prove that when we fina such great men as King john or
England, reter the Great of ^ssia, and rrince Machiavelli.
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The author also objected because uarlyle did not definitely
take one side or the other in an issue, church people, for
example, can find support for their views and so can non-
uhurch people. xt seems to me the church people did not read
him very penetratingly . ne does not openly attack the church
but much of his satire is directed against that august body.
The article in Christian remembrances amused me. it began
by criticising Carlyle^ style. The author felt that it was
harsh and ill-furmed. in some places this is true but for
the most part it is merely cryptic rather than harsh. The
author felt, as x did, that oariyle’s lack or quietness and
calm was a disadvantage. The article then severely castiga-
ted Carlyle ‘s attack on the church. It was supposedly an
article on neroes and nero-Worshlp but half way through
this was forgotten. The author felt that hero-worship led
to idolatry, wnich is true. The rest of the article was a
defense of orthodox Christianity. The attitude ia tnat of
injured Holiness justifying itself with a “holler than thou"
attitude which x found very amusing, i felt that uary le s
attack on the uhurch was much better than their attack on
Carlyle. The personal antipathies of the author spoiled any
argument presented. The main value of the article is its
example of unsuccessful argument.
The one thing that impressed me about these secundary
sources was their similarity, ^ach one added something but
their criticisms fur the most part were quite a Dit alike,
remaps part of this is due to uarlyie himsfelf. ne has one
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main idea from which all his others radiate, vnce that idea
is mastered oarlyle is fairly simple to understand. ne is not
the hind of writer who is adding new discoveries all the time
which serve to complicate any study of them, jl don : t mean to
indicate that I thoroughly understand ^arlyle; i don*t. nut
x do feel that x have found his essential teaching, x can
tell what they are although - can t fully explain all of them.
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chapter vii
The conclusions stated iu this chapter i. arrived at before
reading any secondary sources, in my preceding cnapter * dis-
cussed a few or these secondary sources showing where ^ agreed
and disagreed with them.
uarlyle s theory of the hero is open to much controversy,
nis emphasis on good leaders is becoming more pertinent every
day. ue need leaders desperately who are seeking earnestly for
the truth and having once found it, rollow it loyally and
courageously, x too am taiKing , ciguely when x speak or seeking
the truth. ..hat do we mean oy tne truth* ue need men who are
active rather than indifferent or passive Christians. The
Christian truths are the truths I think they should seek. Car-
lyle's truth was not merely these Christian truths found in the
Bible. His truth was a transcendental one. This transcenden-
tal truth is much vaguer and less practical than the teachings
of Christ. These leaders should be able to see what is best for
all the people and work actively to bring this good about.
These men must have controlled their selfishness and have the
wisdom and vision to see beyond their little grooves. Iff
they take their Christianity seriously they will find all the
truth there to enable them to become good practical leaders.
Carlyle is full of vague phrases. He frequently uses
the phrase, seeing through the shows of things into the thing
itself. What specifically does it mean? It means recognizing
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false useless coverings that obscure the reality beneath, such
false coverings. as the dissolute French monarchy of the eight-
eenth century, the disinterested English aristocracy of the
same period. Carlyle does not- define what he means by false
worn-out clothes but his examples help us to see. Cnee s per-
son oecomes accustomed to such phrases he can interpret them
for himself. This is helpful in some ways but for readers who
need or want practical illustrations of the t ran scend cn J " 1 phi 1-
osopuy Carlyle is entire l;. too vague. . or my owu path. I iiv o
this language and I can fl ,d -.earing in it. But I a lac,* realize
that the practical application of this philosophy is the rea!‘
test of its worth end Carlyle gives very little practical aop lo-
cation.
But to get back to our hero. Ho must be first of all sin-
cere. sfg’s Carlyle. Buu whrt does he mean by sincere? He doesn'
tell. It is left up to the reader to interpret the term as he
wishes. I think he means by the term a per- on who believes in
something bec- ,ic\e ho feels from his orr experience it is right,
true, not merely one who taxes another's word for it. A sincere
person is continually searching for the meaning in the universe
and when he has found it he tells the world of J!+
. This quali-
- ty i would agree with Carlyle Is essential for a hero.
As well as seeking for the true reality • hero must be
loyal. Anyone who thinks about it would ^gree that in order
to give sincerity any meaning it. must be accompanied by loyalty.
Another characteristic of the hero is his lack of fear.
-
.«
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This is also very necessary. A man who fears is not master of
himself and cannot he master over others, either directly or
indirectly, rsychologists h°ve come to realize the importance
of fear in human activity, something Carlyle just hinted at,
but at least it was a hint.
The last characteristic of a hero Carlyle mentions is his
unconsciousness, his unawareness th't he is a hero. The reason
Mahomet was not as great a hero as Shakespeare or Dante was
that he was trying to be one. This indicates that a. hero is
divine, is sent to the people; he is not a self-made man. This
belief that a hero is sent is the basis for understanding Calm-
ly le ‘ s hero. All these qualities depend upon the fact that the
hero is divine, is heaven-sent to us in the hope that we will
be ready to receive him. It is this chara cteristic of the hero
that weakens the whole theory.
If heroes are sent to us can the rest of us aspire to be
leaders? Evident^. Ly not. Yet Carlyle does say in one place
that all of us can be heroes, that we are to work for a world
of heroes. He seems to wav„r between the belief that a hero is
sent to us and that ? hero arises among the people. Unfortu-
nately the divine idea wins out. we can «.1jl try t.o cultivate
the characteristics of a hero even though we don’t attain to
one. This is the weakness of his definition. Many human beings
can be sincere, loyal, without fear, unconscious of their gifts,
but they are not necessarily gre-
t
men; they most certainly
sre good men.
It t <
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The one uiiat Carly le missed, was that these great merij
in addition to the characteristics he mentioned, must oe able
to have a universal appeal to all men. Shakespeare had it
and so did Dante. Both of them "'re for - 11 times as are Plato
and Aristotle. If one accepts this qualification of a hero
.ver; far people could become such, We should have many fine
leaders even though we have very few heroes.
Considering the hero merely a fine leader Carlyle *
3
theory
is very significant today. We ne d many leaders who are pin-
cerely seeking the truth, loyal, withou. fear; men who h« ve
become masters oi tiiemselv-.-. s so that they can boo r e masters cf
mankind. If..we accent the fact that sucn reaaers are he-v? n~-
sent the outlook fpr the world is not very optimistic. Ve must
educate our men and women to bn leaders, not 7 -it ^or them to b;
sent. Carlyle did not say much about this; he was too romantic,
e musT find oen who unk vr,J- rv'. ' the fund - mentals but who out
them into practice. He must put these principle* into oractice
for th a go have any valur. In this world it is what a parson
does, not wtr t he says he believes that is of importance.
Friedrich was a doer out he failed to act in agreement with the
Christian principles with which he was familiar. That is why
he was not 0 hero.
In one sense v/e should not condemn Carlyle for his lack
of practicality
.
He had nw intentions of being practical. He
saw the evils around him and felt that hero- leaders were the
cure for these ills. This is what he hammered awav at °11 his
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life. nis purpose was to bring these horrible conditions
before the responsible people and this he succeeded in doing
superbly. ne not only reached them himself but he had a pro-
found influence upon Charles Dickens, William Tliackery, CharlesA
Kingsley, Mrs. Gaskell. These writers reached a great many more
people than Carlyle alone could have. This was his gre- t servic
5
to man and we are wrong if we say that it wasn’t great. Today
we would like more Emphasis on whe practical but such things do
not come all at once and our practical schemes will be the more
successful for having become acquainted with Carlyle.
Carlyle’s emphasis on hero-worshio is his most dangerous
1
doctrine. Y’e saw his definition of hero-worship in Cl xii.
.'hen worsnip nas uu limits it becomes dangerous. It. is too easy
to lose one’s head in enthusiasm for a certain individual. V.'e
see it all around us and oftentimes are guilty of it ourselves.
Carlyle did not consider this a danger because he was too much
a romanticist and enthusiast and at t ivies iost his head to his
emotions, ooth in the French Revolution and Frederick
.
In this
day of debunking biographies we are even less sympathetic with
hero-worship.
uarlv le indicates that a hero must be followed blindly.
Bug isn’t this a dangerous assertion? .Ye look around us and see
what blind worship leads to. Hitler's follower? are an excellent
illustration of this. People must pick their leaders intelli-
gently and then follow them as long as they remain worthy to be
followed. This is where democracy plays its nart. /t its best
1 P. 31

democracy is trying to educte the people to be Capable leaders
and more important intelligent followers. We have fallen far
short of our goal but it is one we must strive toward. Carlyle
saw the importance of universal education but he did not fell
jmat it should be applied in this way. universal education
would make, intelligent hero-worshippers; hero-vg£$)shippers that
would recognize a.rd claim a hero when he was sent to them. in
the democratic interpretation universal education should teach
the people to recognize a leader when he has oeen educated to
that capacity.
Worship is bad because it too often becomes emotional,
intelligent respect and obedience leaves room for the emotions,
but they are harnessed to the intellect. To use Plato's mar-
velous figure of speech the rational soul or intellect should
be the charioteer controlling and lashing to order the fiery
black and wnite steeds who are the appetitive and irascible
souls. This transcendent wonder that Carlyle talks scout rises
beyond the level of the intellect. When we fix this worship
on humans we are doomed to disappointment. Worship that is
almost entirely emotional should be saved for our conception of
God. Admiration, love, honor, respect, obedience we must have
for our leaders, but not uncontrolled worship.
Carlyle is continually forced to make excuses for the weak-
nesses of his heroes. If they are worthy of transcendent un-
limited wonder should he h r ve to make excuses for them? I don't
think so. /s long as we have human beings we will have weak-

nesses, unce in a while we may rind, s true hero, often we
should find great leaders.
vThat importance has this hero-theory in the general inter-
pretation of h£ tory? The emphasis on personality is of great
importance. There was a great need to break away from Dryas-
dust and his factual methods, Carlyle made of history a
living drama with a recognition of the psychological aspects
of history. Facts and circumstances are of little value if we
cannot see the people who act on them and are reacted uoon.
Carlyle saw this and pioneered in the more personal style of
history. It was a valuable service to history but in his en-
thusiasm he forgot the importance of circumstances. In my .
respect for the golden mean oi aristotle I have always felt that
circumstances and individuals were of about equal importance.
Sometimes one triumphs ever the other out in the long run they
are of equal importance. History has proved that a man must
have a country ready to receive him before he can become truly
great. Carlyle admits this when he says that Johnson and ourns
were not as great m£n because the eighteenth century w"»s not
capable of hero-'worship. But in bobh his histories it is th
ir.dV.Ti ivrl, not that are emoha sized
.
in my chapters on the French Rt^o In'1- ion and Frei_ r/
I have toll rhat I think of them • s histories. They urn boo
emotional and enthusiastic to be good histories but they are
excellent historical dramas with a sound and scholarly basio.
Unfortunately the scholarship is hidoen by the emotional cove,.-
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1 ley are fascinating as i ren( b not &S intro-
ductory histories.
This blind hero-worship leads to' such chaos as we find in
Germany, Italy, Japan, and in the Unit'd States in the case of
John L. Lewis. It is not the hero theory b is to blame but
the accomparing hero-worship. ’Then we modify this hero worship
into intelligent admiration and obedience we will eliminate
false heroes ana give an opportunity for the truly great rulers
to rule.
Before I le r ve this general criticism I want to say a
little about Carlyle's style, for, the .cost part it is not
good writing," it is too confused. In such description as of
the city in Sartor Pes r rtus , the fall of the Bastille, the
Charlotte Corday incidents in the F. ench Revolution it is
excellent, but for general history this Tristram Shandy style
is not good. I would hate to think what a modern writing class
would say of Carlyle's style of writing. It has the merits
of sympathy, human appeal, enthusiasm, but in places it lacks
unity , coherence
,
and emph sis. In the French Revolution unity
and coherence are lacking', ^he Frederick , the emphasis is mis-
placed. History, to be well done , demands clear, .i-enei —
cive and orderly stw Is of writing and thinking. Carlyle
could see the important facts but he could not put them into
orderly paragraphs, either in his mind or on paper.
Carlyle was a very necessary writer for his times r,nd a
product of the age. He beg'm the long pica for social reform
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which gained momentum as the years went by. Much of what he
has had to say can be disregarded because it is a repetition
of his essential philosophy which he pounds away at most of
his life. But if we can keep our eye on the essentials of
Carlyle and see him as a leader, not a her, of his age we will
find in him a very valuable and Interesting friend. And the
fortunate thing about this friendship is that we can cut it off
whenever it becomes repetitious and reopen it again to discover
some new quality that we hadn*t seen before.
,-
.
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The first chapter was a miscellaneous one. To seized a
s
introduction + c Carlyle and. laid the basis for the succeeding
chapters. Sevt: 1 pu Pis essays were discussed. .ve found
out vm f he thought of biographic-history in 1 is essays on
hist jin and biogmphy. In o^ese his be:- -beory is set forth
ae well as his transcendental philosophy. The other import°^t
essays as well as Past and m ^mt deal with the terrible eco-
nomic and social conditions of England and Carlyle’s suggestions
for remedying them. 4is r- .~uj a call for hero- leaders. Here
Curly le appears as an aristocrat and an eneTm - '.o democracy
. Car-
lyle is a social reformer fighting the Tr.echrni.OTD °nd ske^ticl"
of bile eighteenth century. He is insisting tVt man can be
master of his fate, that he is not a machine. In general the
first chapter gives Carlyle's main principles upon whs oh his
later writings are b^sed.
Sartor Resa rtus continues the study of Carlyle's philoso-
phy. The influence of G-man romanticism becomes even more
marked. In the story of Professor Teufclsdrcckh tmere is also
much or the life and emotions of Thomas himself. C rlyle
shows his love for Sterne ir his style in this book. It is -
delightful work full of human interest and passages of good
writing. Tlie espeqially fine ones were the description of the
city, of the Dandiacal Household, and the Poor-slave Household.
Diogenes' struggles for a. faith are those of Carlyle. The v/hole
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clothes philosophy is b*'- sed on the transcendental belief in
the reality of the spirit. This chapter had little to do spe-
cifically with the hero theory but it further developed the
philosophy behind this theory.
Kerens vid ne+ o~ ,/orshi ' formed the subject of the third
chapter. This was a series or lectures
;
iv-n in 1840. In them
Carlyle names six heroes: the hero as divinity, as prophet,
as ooet, as priest, as a man of letters, and as a king. Eacn
succeeding hero xs a development and cumulation of ohe preced-
ing ones. The mein cha: • cteristics of the here were sincerity,
a search for the true spirit behind the universe. Axl the men
ho chose were heroes to a greater or less extent. They are not
perfect and some have more weak th°n others.. .The book
is not as good as some of his other works; It lacks the depth
of Sartor Ro c : .uua ,
Chapter itt dealt with t’ e Pi ^r.eh Revolution . It is the
kina of hisuory one would expect Carlyle to write. k k !
series of kaleidoscopic natures revolving around different
5 iduals. The e istbrj 4 s . This super-
enthmsiasuie w ty le is excel .ent for such scenes •• ? lie
day °ncl Charlotte Corday v t it is not go~d for u whole history.
Thin emotiora lism make.:. ihe book confused. It lacks th j unity
of a control character and the coherence of an orderly plan.
It is a book to be read a little at a time to be enjo^ ed.
For a reference book it is excellent but' for and introductory
history it is not of much value..

I o hasFi oaericT the Q-re^t is also typical of Car?.,
the unity of a central character which makes i + easier to real.
1 is calmer than that of the French Revo Tut ion . It is
full of interesting anecddtes and stories a out the nr ny people
th- t ao ear in it. These details show the almost unbelievably
thorough scholarship of the work. Thera is too much emphasis
on the battles of Frederick although they - re enlivened by many
stories, Carlyle is toe much influenced by his hero theory in
the cook. He felt compelled to force Frederic 1 ' into a hero,
a role which the evidence shows did not fit hiir. In site of
. . kneases it is a better than the French Mvo lu-
tion .
The sixth chapter is concerned with second? ry sources.
There are some modern criticisms r s well as contemporary maga-
zine articles. Most of them reached the same general conclu-
sions aoout Carlyle's general weakness an^ strength. There are
a few original comments but they are not on the essentials of
Car^ le * s philosophy
.
The last chapter includes my conslusions auout Carlyle
which I formulated before I read any secondary sources. Car-
lyle’s hero theory is good, if we elimin J - - the hv that ho is
divinely sent. The danger in this philosophy jlS trie aero- wor-
ship element. This leads to false heroes who are followed
blindly by the common herd. Carlyle's style of writing itself
is not gooum it at times lacks unity, coherence, and emphasis,
three essentials to good writing.
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